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ABSTRACT
MAGNETIC GEARS AND MAGNETICALLY GEARED ELECTRICAL
MACHINES WITH REDUCED RARE-EARTH CONTENT
ALI AL-QARNI
MARQUETTE UNIVERSITY, 2019
This thesis covers a new emerging class of electrical machines, namely, Magnetic
Gears (MGs) and Magnetically Geared Machines (MGMs). This particular kind of
gears/machines are able of either scaling up or down the revolution-per-minute to meet
various load profiles as in the case of mechanical gearboxes. Mechanical gearboxes have
historically dominated various applications due to their relatively high torque density.
However, mechanical gearboxes require physical contact between the rotational
components, whereas MGs and MGMs accomplish fundamentally the same function via a
contactless mechanism. This physical isolation between the rotational components lead to
several advantages in a favor of MGs and MGMs over mechanical gearboxes.
Although MGs and MGMs can potentially provide a solution for some of the practical
issues of mechanical gears, MGs and MGMs have two major challenges that researchers
have been trying to address. Those challenges are the high usage of rare-earth Permeant
Magnet (PM) materials and the relatively complex mechanical structure of MGs and
MGMs both of which are a consequence of the multi-airgap design. As in any engineering
field, materials play a significant role and present a trad-off between the performance and
cost. In addition to the previous trad-off, the concern with rare-earth PM materials is
sustainability as well as price fluctuations.
Current research in electrical machines demonstrate real initiatives to reduce the cost
of electrical machines by reducing/eliminating the PM rare-earth content while attempting
to maintain a competitive electromagnetic performance. Most advanced electrical
machines use Dy-NdFeB PM with high energy product at elevated temperatures.
Dysprosium (Dy) is one of heavy rare-earth elements and the key source of the price
volatility. As a consequence, this thesis aims to address foregoing PM material challenges
and investigate the electromagnetic performance of designs that blend different PM types
in the context of MGs and MGMs. In addition, practical designs will be proposed in order
to reduce the complexity related to the nature of MGs and MGMs.
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𝑏&( : Fourier coefficients of 𝐵& 8:
𝜆&BCDED4 : Permeance function of the FMP-Ps in [Tesla]
𝜆&> : Fourier coefficients of 𝜆&BCDED4
𝜆&F : Fourier coefficients of 𝜆&BCDED4
𝐵& G,I : Resultant magnetic field due to the interaction between LPR and FMP-Ps in [Tesla]
𝐵q 8< : Circumferential airgap flux density due to the HPR in [Tesla]
𝑏q( : Fourier coefficients of 𝐵q 8<
𝑃JK #'11"1 : PM losses in [Watt]
𝑃,&'+ #'11"1 : Iron losses in [Watt]
𝑃("$L+,$)# #'11"1 : Mechanical losses [Watt]
𝑇𝐷: Torque density (Torque per unit volume) in [kN. m/mS ]
𝑆𝑇: Specific torque (Torque over mass) in [N.m/kg]
𝐵& : PM remanence in [Tesla]
𝐻$ : PM coercivity in [kAmp/m]
𝐵W"()* : PM demagnetization remanence in [Tesla]
𝑓Y'**,+* Z'&[\" : Cogging torque factor or torque ripple factor
R1: LPR inner radius in [mm]
R2: LPR outer radius in [mm]
g: Airgap thickness in [mm]
𝜸1: Inner FMP-Ps angular span in [degrees]
x1: FMP-Ps radial thickness in [mm]
β1: Outer FMP-Ps angular span in [degrees]
R3: Outer radius of FMP-Ps in [mm]
x2: HPR radial thickness in [mm]
R4: Outer radius of model in [mm]
L: Axial length in [mm]
w1: LPR PM width or inner stator PM width in [mm]
w2: HPR PM width in [mm]
Temp: Rated temperature in [oC]
(τh1): Tooth tip height in [mm]
(𝜏ℎ2): Tooth height in [mm]
(𝜏𝑏1): Back iron radial thickness in [mm]

xvii
(𝜏𝑎1): Inner tooth angular span in [degrees]
(𝜏𝑎2): Tooth width in [mm]
𝐼kY : Short circuit current in [Arms]
𝐼&)%"W : Rated phase current in [Arms]
𝐼()l : Maximum RMS phase current in [Arms]
𝐽&)%"W : Rated RMS current density in [Arms/mm; ]
𝜆JK : PM flux linkage in [Weber.turns]
𝐿W : Direct-axis inductance in [H]
N8L)1" : Number of turns in series per phase
N$',# : Number of turns in series per coil
𝑁' : Base speed in [rpm]
𝑁()l : Maximum speed in [rpm]
𝑓()$L,+" : Machine fundamental operating frequency in [Hz]
𝜆7 : Fundamental flux linkage [Weber. turns]
ϕ7 : Fundamental flux [Weber]
𝑘u: : Fundamental winding factor
𝐵7 : Fundamental airgap flux density in [Tesla]
𝑃𝑜𝑙𝑒 𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎: pole area in [m2]
𝛾: Advanced current angle in [degrees]
𝜔" : Electrical angular velocity in [rad/sec]
𝑡: Time in [sec]
𝜆W 8")F : D-axis peak flux linkage in [weber.turns]
𝜆[ 8")F : Q-axis peak flux linkage in [weber.turns]
𝐼W 8")F : D-axis peak current in [Amp]
𝐼[ 8")F Q-axis peak current in [Amp]
𝑉JL)1" 8")F : Peak phase voltage at the base speed in [V]
𝑉|Y : DC bus voltage in [V]
𝑃𝐷: Power density or power per unit volume in [kW/mS
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1.1

INTORDUCTION AND LITERATURE REVIEW
Introduction and Applications
The ability to scale torque/speed from one rotational component to the other is

accomplished by gearboxes. This ability allows the power input torque/speed to meet the
required load torque/speed by either scaling up or down the revolution per minute.
Coupling the gearbox high speed rotational component to electrical machines enables
designing those machines for higher speeds/lower torques and hence leads to significant
reduction in size and cost. In addition, gearboxes are needed in some applications, for
example, traction where driving a vehicle requires multi gear ratios to match multi load
torque/speed profiles. Mechanical gearboxes have historically dominated a variety of
applications such as renewable energy, aerospace, mining, oil and gas, and traction
applications. This domination is traced back to the relatively high torque density of
mechanical gearboxes. However, they suffer from mechanical teeth breakage, periodic
maintenance, need for lubrication, noise, and vibration. To explain further, the torque
transducing mechanism of mechanical gearboxes is based on the physical contact between
shafts teeth which poses significant challenges in terms of system reliability. A good
example of this is a mechanical gearbox coupled to a wind generator. Wind speeds are
continuously variable causing sudden changes on the wind turbine speed; therefore,
mechanical gearboxes are one of the most vulnerable components to fail due to their
transferred torque mechanism. Due to this, a wind turbine’s typical lifetime is about 30
years, while the associated mechanical gearbox has an expected lifetime of only 5 years.
As a consequence, this failure leads to inconvenient energy intermittences during the
maintenance process [1] resulting-in non cost-effective systems. Moreover, mining, and oil
and gas applications require gearboxes to meet the load profiles. Meanwhile, accessing the
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gearbox location for transmission oil change or regular maintenance is inevitably
challenging. On the other hand, Magnetic Gears (MGs) had received slight attention before
2001 due to the complexity of the proposed topologies and poor torque density. In 2001
[2], K. Atallah and D. Howe at the University of Sheffield, UK, patented a Coaxial MG
(CMG) and described the flux modulation (FM) relationships that determines the gear ratio.
By coaxial, we mean that all three elements, inner, middle, and outer, have the same axis.
This corresponds to the radial configuration of electric machines. The patented CMG
operates based on the FM concept using rare-earth Permanent Magnet (PM) material with
a claimed torque density in excess of 100 kN. m/mS . This achievement led to attracting
many researchers attention [3]. Reference [4] compares the achievable torque density of
planetary mechanical gearboxes to FM-CMGs. It is seen from Fig. 1.1 that FM-CMGs can
potentially achieve competitive torque densities in comparison to planetary mechanical
gearboxes. Furthermore, it is seen that planetary mechanical gearboxes are sensitive to the
operating safety factors because of the physical contact between the rotational components.
On the other hand, FM-CMGs are not highly sensitive to the safety factor since FM-CMGs
would slip if they are overloaded. FM-CMG is a promising candidate to replace mechanical
gears in some applications since they fundamentally function in the same way, but with the
advantage of physical isolation between the shafts.

3

(a)

(b)

(c)

4

(d)

(e)

Figure 1.1: Comparison between planetary mechanical gearbox and FM-CMG (a) mechanical
gearbox [3] (b) FM-CMG [3] (c) torque densities of planetary gearbox with high safety factor [4] (d)
torque densities of planetary gearbox with low safety factor [4] (d) FM-CMG torque densities [4]
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1.2

Advantages of Magnetic Gears
The physical isolation between the shafts provides many advantages for MGs over

mechanical gears as listed below:
§

Lubrication free

§

No or reduced maintenance

§

Higher reliability

§

Reduced acoustic noise

§

No backlash

§

Better overload protection

§

Higher efficiency

§

Environmental-friendly technology

The shafts teeth used in mechanical gearboxes are replaced in this case by PM poles
producing magnetomotive force (MMF) that interacts with PM poles on the opposing shaft
for useful torque transmission. As a result, the need for lubrication and regular maintenance
is greatly reduced. Since there is no physical contact between the shafts, noise during
operation is minimized. Moreover, improved system reliability plays a key advantage of
MGs over mechanical gearboxes especially in cost-sensitive applications. As previously
mentioned, mechanical gearboxes are subject to wear and tear, which raises the probability
of backlash and/or teeth breakage under overload or transient operation. However,
magnetic coupling in MGs offers better overload protection. Under the most severe
scenario, the rotors may slip in MGs which provides inherent overload protection.
Additionally, MGs can operate with efficiency at least as high besides less noise and
vibration.
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1.3

Overview of topologies for Magnetic Gears and Magnetically Geared Machines

1.3.1 Magnetic Gears (MGs)
Development of MGs has passed through two different stages and can be classified
based on the notable increase of research activities on MGs [3]. The first stage exhibited
poor torque density and complex topologies in some cases. However, the current state of
the art shows a competitive torque performance and better utilization of PM materials. Both
stages will be shown and discussed to historically realize the MGs evolution. Some data
for this section were obtained from the review papers and master thesis [5-8].

In order to introduce the reader to the MGs topologies, MGs mainly can be classified
into two categories provided in Fig. 1.2. The first category is the one that is mainly derived
from mechanical gearboxes as shown in Fig. 1.3, while the other one relies on the FM
concept as shown in Fig. 1.4. The first category working principle is straightforward since
it relies on rotating one component to interact with the opposing rotor for useful torque
transmission. However, FM-MG consists of three rotors: inner rotor with (𝑝7 ) pole-pairs,
steel segments rotor in the middle with (𝑁1 ) pole-pairs, and outer rotor with (𝑝; ) pole-pairs
as shown in Fig. 1.4. The FM working principle is based on modulating the working MMF
periodicity (frequency) from the inner airgap to match the MMF frequency torquetransducing component in the other airgap by virtue of the steel segments or flux
modulation pole-pieces (FMP-Ps) and vice versa. To further explain, any stable
electromagnetic torque can be transmitted when two MMF sources with the same polepairs number (frequency) are interacting, in FM-MGs the two MMFs sources are having
different pole-pairs numbers. Each frequency is modulated by sandwiching the FMP-Ps
between the rotor with higher number of poles (HPR) and the rotor with lower number of
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poles (LPR), this makes each MMF frequency (number of pole pairs) equal to the other.
For the highest torque capability [2], the FMP-Ps number should be the sum of HPR and
LPR pole-pairs as provided in equation (1.1).
𝑁1 = 𝑝7 + 𝑝;

(1.1)

In Fig. 1.5, the FM concept is briefly illustrated by showing how the first MMF source
can be modulated to match the other MMF source which satisfies equation (1.1). Therefore,
the gearing effect is created in each airgap to enable a useful torque transmission. The FMMG can have a fixed gear ratio if two rotors are rotating simultaneously, whereas
continuously variable transmission (CVT) is obtained when all the three rotors are rotating
together.

Figure 1.2: Schematic diagram of MGs technologies
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Harmonic gear

Cycloid gear

Figure 1.3: Conventional MGs derived from mechanical gearbox (MGs are shown above their
mechanical gearboxes counterparts and their names are in between) [3, 9-12]
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Low Pole Rotor
(!" ,4)

Flux Modulation
Pole-Pieces Rotor
($% ,21)

High Pole Rotor
(!# ,17)

Permanent Magnets

Figure 1.4: Surface mounted FM-CMG

Modulated inner
airgap MMF polepair (𝑝7 )
FMP-Ps (𝑁1 )
Outer airgap MMF
pole-pairs (𝑝; )
Figure 1.5: FM concept [13]

•

Earlier stages of MGs (1901-2000):

The earlier stage presents countable documented research on MGs [3]. These attempts
have shown complexity in topologies and poor torque density due to the low energy
product PM at that time. Moreover, topologies in this stage were derived mainly from
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mechanical gearboxes as provided in Fig. 1.3. It is seen that the torque is only transferred
via 2-3 PM poles at any given position while most of the PM poles are not effectively
contributing to the torque transmission.

This first documented attempt was when Armstrong in 1901 replaced the mechanical
teeth in spur gear by using electromagnets to transfer the torque as shown in Fig. 1.6, [14].
Another attempt presented in Fig. 1.7 with a similar design to Armstorng’s topology by
Faus [15] in 1941, the obvious difference was creating only prominent PM poles instead
of electromagnets. Although the contactless operation was achieved, low torque density
was obtained in both designs. Faus’s MG may lead to poles breakage under overload
operation; however, Armstrong’s MG only slips.

Figure 1.6 Armstrong’s spur MG [14]
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Figure 1.7 Faus’s Spur MG [15]

In 1916 [16], Neuland invented a FM-CMG that operates based on the FM concept. the
design consists of three rotors, inner, middle, and outer rotor as shown in Fig. 1.8. The
middle rotor is responsible for modulating the MMF frequency in accordance to the
working MMF in each airgap. The torque density was improved compared to the other
topologies in this stage. The electromagnets poles were located in the middle rotor and the
only source of excitation.

Figure 1.8: Neuland’s MG [16]
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In 1967 [17], Reese invented a FM-CMG with similarities in his design to Neuland’s
MG as shown in Fig. 1.9. He replaced the inner rotor with PM poles, while the two outer
rotors were made of electrical steel with different number of teeth to modulate the airgap
flux density frequency. The FMP-Ps were connected, consequently, there is a significant
path for shunting the flux and leading to higher flux leakage. The inner rotor was the highspeed rotor (HSR), while the middle rotor was the low speed rotor (LSR). The outer rotor
was fixed in this topology. In 1968 [18], Martin proposed a FM-CMG similar to Neuland
and Reese designs. He utilized PM poles on both the inner and outer rotors as shown in
Fig. 1.10. The gear ratio in this case was determined by the number of the PM poles in each
rotor.

Figure 1.9: Reese MG’s [17]
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Figure 1.10: Martin’s MG [18]

In 1993 [19], Kikuchi, et. al. designed a worm MG as shown in Fig. 1.11. A transmitted
torque of 2.4 N.m was measured with relatively small gear ratio of 1.33. In 1993 [20],
Kikuchi, et. al. proposed an axial spur MG using samarium-cobalt PMs presented in Fig.
1.12. The gear ratio was 3:1 with a transmitted torque of 5.5 N.m. It is seen that the effective
airgap in both designs is significantly large resulting-in poor torque capability and lower
utilization efficiency of the PM material.
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Figure 1.11: Kikuchi’s MG [19]

Figure 1.12: Tsurumoto’s MG [20]

In 1997 [21], Ackerman patented two FM-CMGs as shown in Fig 1.13. The proposed
MG was developed based on the designs by Neuland, Reese, and Martin. Design (a) had
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the FMP-Ps with continuous structure in the middle rotor, while design (b) had PM poles
instead and the outer rotor was configured to be the flux modulator rotor.

(a)

(b)
Figure 1.13: Ackerman’s MG topologies [21]

•

Current Stage of MGs (2001- Now)

The basic principles behind magnetic gears were thus discovered in the 20th century,
especially its last two decades. Since then, a flurry of activity has taken place to apply these
basic principles, provide a theoretical understanding, and improve the designs such that
now, magnetic gear performance is considered to be on par with that of mechanical gear.
All of which of course was facilitated by the invention of rare-earth magnets in the 1980s.
The current stage of technology development started in 2001 when K. Atallah and D. Howe
proposed a FM-CMG [2] similar to designs (by Neuland, Reese, Martin, and Ackerman)
in the previous stage, Fig. 1.14. Most importantly, K. Atallah and D. Howe described the
FM concept and the relationship between the PM poles and FMP-Ps. A torque density in
excess of 100 kN. m/mS was claimed utilizing rare-earth PM materials on both rotors. The
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HPR and LPR were configured with surface mounted PMs with steel segments in the
middle to modulate the MMF. Since then [3], particular attention has been paid to this kind
of MGs due to its improved torque density as well as the full utilization of PM materials.

Figure 1.14: Surface mounted design FM-CMG proposed by K. Atallah and D. Howe [2]

In 2005 [22], Rasmussen, et. al. presented a FM-CMG with a gear ratio of 5.5 as shown
in Fig. 1.15. The HPR was arranged with surface mounted PMs, while the LPR was
configured with spoke PM design. The 2D-FEA torque density was 92 kN. m/mS with
maximum torque of 27 N.m; however, the measured maximum torque was 54.5 kN. m/mS
with 16 N.m. The reason of this reduction is that the end-effect on the calculated torque
with large aspect ratio (outer gear diameter/axial gear length) can be severe. Since then,
many authors have found similar discrepancies between 2D modeling results and
experiments. The measured efficiency was approximately 81%; however, the optimized
design with minimization of the end-effect demonstrates a calculated efficiency of 96%.
Eventually, the gear was compared to commercially available mechanical gearboxes and it
was shown that the proposed FM-CMG had higher torque density.
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In 2009 [23], Liu, et. al. proposed a consequent pole design for the HPR to minimize
the PM usage with a gear ratio of 1:7.33. The magnets on the HPR were inserted in the
lamination (considered to be the positive polarity), as shown in Fig. 1.16. However, the
negative polarity is the tooth between the PM pieces. That is how the working harmonic is
produced to accord with LPR pole-pairs number. The 3D-FEA and experimental torque
densities results were 55.8 and 53.3 kN. m/mS , respectively.

Figure 1.15: Spoke design FM-CMG proposed by Rasmussen, et. al [22]

Figure 1.16: Consequent pole design FM-CMG proposed by Liu, et. al [23]
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In 2009 [24], Linni, et. al. proposed a FM-CMG configured with surface mounted
Halbach array with a comparison to a conventional surface mounted FM-CMG. Both
designs are shown in Fig. 1.17 with a gear ratio of 1:4.25. The FEA and measured torque
densities of conventional FM-CMG were 97.1 and 95.4 kN. m/mS , respectively, while the
FEA and measured torque densities of Halbach array FM-CMG were 110.7 and 108.3
kN. m/mS respectively. It can be seen that the Halbach array design exhibits higher torque
density within the same outer diameter (core size). However, the torque density can be
higher yet if the size of the back iron in each rotor is reduced taking advantage of the
Halbach array configuration. The downside of the Halbach array is the relatively
complicated gear assembly.

Figure 1.17: Halbach array and conventional surface mounted FM-CMGs proposed by Linni, et. al
[24]

In 2016 [25], a salient pole and robust HSR was designed by Asio, et. al. for a highspeed application. The proposed reluctance FM-CMG shown in Fig. 1.18 had a gear ratio
of 1:8. The simple HSR structure allows higher tip speed with higher efficiency since the
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PM eddy current losses are eliminated. However, the FEA simulation demonstrated
relatively low torque density of 29.4 kN. m/mS compared to other topologies.

Figure 1.18: Reluctance FM-CMG proposed by Asio, et. al [25]

In 2011 [26], Frank, et. al. designed a FM-CMG which was configured with interior
PM high speed rotor as shown in Fig. 1.19 (a). This study pays particular attention about
the mechanical of the gear. Therefore, the LPR had an interior PM shape and FMP-Ps
which were structurally strengthened by adding two supportive bridges at the inner and
outer surfaces as provided in Fig. 1.19 (b). However, those bridges were providing a
significant path for flux leakage and hence a low torque density was achieved. The FEA
and measured torque density were 64 and 42 kN. m/mS , respectively, with a gear ratio of
1:5.5.

In 2012 [27], a spoke design was presented on both the high and low speed rotors by
Uppalapati, et. al. The FM-CMG performance shown in Fig. 1.20 (a) was investigated with
both ferrite and NdFeB magnets to examine the torque density. The calculated torque
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density using 2D-FEA for ferrite and NdFeB were 33 and 151.2 kN. m/mS , respectively,
with a gear ratio of 4.25 when the outer radius is 55 mm. In Fig. 1.20 (b), the same author
in 2014 presented the same topology, but with larger outer radius of 114 mm and double
the pole-pairs number. The 2D-FEA and measured torque density was 245 and 239
kN. m/mS , respectively. It should be noted that design (b) in Fig 1.20 is the highest torque
density experimentally validated in the literature [28].

(a)

(b)
Figure 1.19: Interior PM FM-CMG proposed by Frank, et. al (a) shows the gear cross section, while (b)
presents the FMP-Ps structure [26]
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(a)

(b)

Figure 1.20: Spoke FM-CMG designs presented by Uppalapati, et. al [27-28]

In 2016 [29], a topology by Fu, et. al. was arranged with Halbach array for both HPR
and LPR as shown in Fig. 1.21 (a). In order to create a flux concentration path, part of the
magnet that has radial magnetization direction has a laminated steel segment. Also, the
topology shows that the PM material is utilized in the three rotors. The achieved 2D-FEA
torque density was be 382.7 kN. m/mS with a gear ratio of 1:7.33. Similar design in 2016
[30] by the same author with applying triple magnet with Halbach arrangement and a
calculated torque density of 226 kN. m/mS was attenable. The design is shown in Fig. 1.21
(b). Although these designs show high calculated torque density, these topologies are
difficult to manufacture/assemble as well as the PM content is very high compared to other
designs.

In 2016 [31], Som, et. al. presented a FM-CMG using the flux concentration approach.
The gear cross section is shown in Fig. 1.22. The design had a gear ratio of 1:4.25 and was
similar to the ones in Fig. 1.21. The main difference was that the flux modulation pole-
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pieces were built without magnets. The calculated 2D-FEA and measured torque density
was 142.2 and 82.8 kN. m/mS , respectively.

(a)

(b)

Figure 1.21: Flux concentration designs proposed by Fu, et. al (a) [29], (b) [30]

Figure 1.22:Flux concentration designs proposed by Som, et. al [31]

So far, the focus was on FM-CMG topologies; however, Axial MG (AMG) based on
the FM concept can be realized. FM-AMG is helpful in cases where the gear axial length
is a limiting factor. In 2006 [32], Mezani, et. al. proposed a surface mounted FM-AMG as
shown in Fig. 1.23. The magnetic field in this kind of MGs would act in the axial direction
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rather than the radial. The calculated torque density was 70 kN. m/mS with a gear ratio of
1:5.75.

Figure 1.23: FM-AMG proposed by Mezani, et. al [32]

In 2014 [33], Johnson, et. al. designed a surface mounted FM-AMG with gear ratio of
1:8. The topology demonstrated low torque density of 22.4 kN. m/mS . The topology is
shown in Fig. 1.24. In 2015 [34], the same author proposed an FM-AMG with Halbach
arrangement for a gear ratio of 4.14. The calculated torque density was 183.9 kN. m/mS .

In 2014 [35], Acharya, et. al. proposed a FM-AMG with the merit of the flux focusing
as shown in Fig. 1.25. The gear ratio was 1:4.17 with predicted torque density of 289.9
kN. m/mS .
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Figure 1.24: FM-AMG proposed by Johnson, et. al [33]

Figure 1.25: FM-AMG proposed by Acharya, et. al [35]

Another kind of FM-MGs is the one derived from the transverse flux machine. There
are five topologies which will be reported below.

In 2008 [36], Yong, et. al. designed a transverse FM-MG with a gear ratio of 1:6.5
presented in Fig. 1.26. The surface mounted LPR and HPR produce radial MMF towards
the FMP-Ps, that modulate both MMFs in accordance to the pole-pairs number. The
considered topology shows very low calculated torque density of 2.4 kN. m/mS . In 2014
[37], Bomela, et. al. investigated a transverse FM-MG with a gear ratio of 1:3.75. the
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calculated torque density was 80.6 kN. m/mS . The topology is shown in Fig. 1.27.
Moreover, Zhu, et. al. in 2016 [38] demonstrated a transverse FM-MG topology shown in
Fig 1.28. The calculated torque density was about 77 kN. m/mS for a gear ratio of 1:4.25.
The reason why the Yong machine has such a low torque density is not immediately clear.
However, the other two studies show that this not inherent to transverse flux topology.

Figure 1.26: Transverse FM-MG presented by Yong, et. al [36]

Figure 1.27: Transverse FM-MG presented by Bomela, et. al [37]
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Figure 1.28: Transverse FM-MG presented by Zhu, et. al [38]

In 2014 [39], Peng, et. al. proposed a topology that inherited both the axial and
transverse machines principles of operation. A calculated torque density of 181.2
kN. m/mS was achieved through 3D-FEA for a gear ratio of 5.5; however, this design is
difficult to construct. The model is presented in Fig. 1.29.

Figure 1.29: Axial and transverse FM-MG by Peng, et. al [39]
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In 2015 [40], another topology by Yin, et. al. that had the same principle of operation
with calculated torque density of 268.4 kN. m/mS . The FMP-Ps structure is configured
with T-shape as shown in Fig. 1.30. The gear ratio for the considered topology was 1:4.17.
Additionally, a similar design in the same year 2015 by Chen, et. al. [41] achieved a
computed torque density of 108 kN. m/mS . The topology is shown in Fig. 1.31 with a gear
ratio of 1:5.5.

Figure 1.30: Axial and transverse FM-MG by Yin, et. al [40]

Figure 1.31: Axial and transverse FM-MG by Chen, et. al [41]
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FM-MG can be constructed to transfer the motion in the linear direction. In 2005 [42],
Atallah, et. al. proposed a Linear FM-MG for marine applications (wave and tidal Energies)
as shown in Fig. 1.32. The proposed linear FM-MG operates fundamentally as the FMCMG proposed by the same author in 2001. It was shown that a thrust force density in
excess of 1.7 MN/mS can be achieved with a gear ratio of 1:3.25.

Figure 1.32: Linear FM-MG proposed by Atallah, et. al [42]

To conclude, this section covered numerous FM-MGs topologies to introduce the
readers of this thesis to the development of MGs. Moreover, it was also shown that MGs
in general have been studied extensively since 2001. In order to identify the challenges of
FM-MGs, four main structures were presented: coaxial, linear, axial, transverse, and axial
and transverse FM-MGs.
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1.3.2 Magnetically Geared Machines (MGMs)
Evolution of FM-MGs and high energy product PM material have contributed to
integrating such a high torque density/passive device like FM-MGs into the context of
electrical machines. As a result, high torque density electrical machines have been
emerging and generally called under Magnetically Geared Machines (MGMs). These
emerging machines revived the ongoing research on electrical machines besides providing
degrees of freedom to various industry applications. To clarify, MGMs can have multi
mechanical/electrical ports for power split devices as well as CVT operation to meet
various operating conditions [43]. Conversely, conventional electrical machines are only
limited to one mechanical and one electrical port. These diverse advantages are attractive
with the requirements of wind power generation, marine, aerospace, and traction
applications. Thus, enabling such a contactless technology integrated with electrical
machines in such applications resulting in reliable promising candidates and compact
systems that can be a key enabler towards fully electrified systems.

As to identifying the technical differences between conventional and magnetically
geared machines, it is known that the electromagnetic torque in conventional machines is
proportional to the electric and magnetic loadings as shown in expression 1.1.

𝑇"#"$%&'()*+"%,$ 𝛼 𝐵* ∗ 𝐴

(1.1)

, where (𝑇"#"$%&'()*+"%,$ ) is electromagnetic torque in [Nm], (𝐵* ) is the magnetic loading
or the airgap flux density in [Tesla], and (𝐴) is the machine electric loading in [AT/m].
However, in MGMs the gearing effect plays a significant role in terms of boosting the
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electromagnetic torque. To clarify, the MMF angular velocity in the inner airgap (the LPR
side) of any FM-MG is modulated from high speed/low pole-pairs number to low
speed/high pole-pairs number, while both frequency and power are the same. This makes
the HPR rotate with low angular velocity and since the power is equal on input and output
shafts, the torque is scaled up by the gear ratio. Therefore, MGMs follow a different
expression (1.2).

𝑇"#"$%&'()*+"%,$ 𝛼 𝐵* ∗ 𝐴 ∗ 𝐺&

(1.2)

, where (𝐺& ) is the gear ratio. This impact is explained briefly to pave the way for the
readers to MGMs technology, while detailed explanations will be presented in the coming
chapters.

MGMs family includes diverse categories based on the classification criterion. For
example, MGMs have been classified in [44] based on the number of mechanical ports, i.e.
single, dual, and triple, whereas in [43] MGMs were divided into two categories: (category
1) the ones derived mainly from FM-MGs and (category 2) that includes existing machines
such as Vernier Machines, Flux Switching Machines, and Flux Reversal Machines. Due to
the diversity of topologies, these classifications may lead to ambiguity or confusion. In this
thesis, MGMs will be categorized based on the number of airgaps making it easier to
identify each category. The schematic diagram shown in Fig. 1.33 categorizes MGMs into
three categories and highlights the main variations.
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Figure 1.33: MGMs schematic diagram

Although the single airgap design has an inherited relationship from FM-MGs, it is not
a new technology and has been researched extensively in the past 50 years. For instance,
the first Vernier Machine was invented in 1960 [45]. On the other hand, emerging machines
(Triple and Dual Airgap Designs) in the last two decades will be discussed intensively with
examples from the literature, while single airgap design will be defined briefly.

1.3.2.1 Triple-airgap Design
In order to simply achieve a MGM, a conventional (synchronous or induction)
electrical machine is mechanically integrated with a FM-MG. As demonstrated in Fig. 1.34
(a) and (b), the FM-MG LPR is the mechanical joint with a surface mounted PM machine.
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It should be noted that both the FM-MG and the electrical machine are magnetically
decoupled. Consequently, there are no restrictions on the winding selection (distributed or
concentrated) or slot/pole combinations between the FM-MG and the electric machine. The
machine position can be interior with exterior rotor or vice versa. However, if the target is
to design a high torque density machine, it is preferred to locate the low speed/high torque
rotor as the outermost rotor as shown in Fig. 1.34 (a). This leads to an increase in the torque
capacity of the gearbox compared to the other approach (within fixed size for both
approaches) in design (b). In addition to the design flexibility, the yoke of the shared rotor
can be eliminated leading to reduction of PM material, Fig. 1.34 (b).

(a)

(b)

Figure 1.34: Triple airgap MGM design: (a) interior machine, and (b) exterior machine [43]

In the motoring mode with a fixed gearing ratio, the LPR of the machine and FM-MG
are driven by the stator coils to transfer the torque to the HPR as an output mechanical port.
Conversely, the HPR can transfer the torque to LPR to achieve a generating mode. This
kind of machines is capable of obtaining a CVT operation since the FMP-Ps rotor is able
to rotate with the other components. This is suitable for traction applications as well as
wind power generation.
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Reference [46] is an example from the literature of this type as shown in Fig 1.35. The
prototype was designed for a wind generator with fractional slot distributed windings to
reduce the cogging torque. The machine achieved a torque density of 84 kN. m/mS during
the lab test with a gear ratio of 1:7.33. However, the prototype was operating at very low
efficiency (72%) at the rated speed due to the domination of the mechanical losses that
constitute approximately 71.3% of the losses. It is concluded that this kind of machines can
deliver high torque density, but a special attention must be taken towards manufacturing
and assembly processes.

Figure 1.35: Triple airgap design MGM for wind generation [46]

1.3.2.2 Dual-airgap Design
Another approach is to maintain the FM-CMG structure with dual airgap, which largely
minimizing the magnetic reluctance in the equivalent magnetic circuit compared to the
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triple airgap design. The idea here is to integrate a set of windings while having dual
mechanical ports. Three types will be presented below. It should be noted that some of
these types are inherited from single airgap design.

1.3.2.2.1 Pseudo Machines
A newly developed machine by Atallah, et. al. in 2008 [47] named ‘Pseudo Direct
Drive Machine Brushless PM Machine’ was proposed. Basically, adding a set of windings
to the high PM pole count as shown in Fig. 1.36 (a). The set of windings can be distributed
or concentrated as long as it produces a pole-pair MMF waveform in accordance with the
low pole-pair count. The LPR and FMP-Ps rotors rotate simultaneously in the same
direction, while the produced MMF by LPR can link with the set of windings. Therefore,
the Pseudo machine is merely a FM-MG with a fixed gear ratio between FMP-Ps and LPR,
but with the advantage of utilizing the LPR MMF to link with the armature field.
Alternatively, placing a compatible set of windings with a LPR MMF pole-pairs on FMPPs is also possible. Diverse designs operate based on the Pseudo Machines principle of
operation which will be considered below.

(a)
(b)
Figure 1.36: Pseudo Machine (a) conventional topology, (b) sandwiched stator to FMP-Ps [43]
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In [47], the first proposed Pseudo Machine was tested, and is shown in Fig. 1.37. The
proposed machine was equipped with 6 FSCW capable of producing rotating field of 2
pole-pairs which successfully links with 2 pole-pairs LPR MMF. The gearing ratio between
the two rotational components (FMP-Ps and LPR) is 1:11.5. High torque density of 60
kN. m/mS was attenable with naturally cooled system and current density of 2
Arms/mm; . The machine was capable of operating at a power factor higher than 0.9;
furthermore, the Volt-Ampere inverter size was identical to a conventional surface
mounted PM machine with the same rated power. Test results demonstrated lower torque
than predicted by 5% due to the mechanical losses; specifically, windage and bearings
losses. These authors in [47] demonstrated that Pseudo Machine could be a key enabler for
fault tolerant applications. Other authors presented a similar design in [48] with
encouraging electromagnetic performance; nonetheless, mechanical losses (especially
bearings losses) were dominant.

Figure 1.37: Pseudo machine proposed by Atallah, et. al [47]

Another example similar to the topology shown in Fig. 1. 36 (b) was proposed in [49].
The topology’s main target is to accomplish a power split device that can potentially work
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in traction applications. Therefore, artfully integrating a set of windings into the FMP-Ps
slots enables operating in three different modes as shown in Fig. 1.38. The machine was
capable of operating as pure FM-MG (when the electrical terminal is open-circuited),
motoring mode (when electric energy is fed into the windings), and generating mode (when
electrical terminal is connected to a load and both rotors rotate due to the magnetic gearing
effect). The HPR, LPR, and FMP-Ps were configured with 2 PM pole-pairs, 25 PM polepairs, and 27 steel slots, respectively. To emphasize the windings selection, the machine
was equipped with double layer fractional slot distributed windings (2.25 slot/pole/phase)
that produces a stator MMF of 2 pole-pairs to interact with the LPR PM poles. Encouraging
FEA results were shown; however, experimental verification is still required. Other
examples on the same concept were shown in [50-51].

Figure 1.38: Proposed power split MGM [49]

1.3.2.2.2 Winding MG Machines
In this approach, the low PM pole count element is replaced with a set of windings as
shown in Fig. 1.39 (a). The windings selection is restricted by the following condition. The
MMF pole-pairs frequency of the HPR should not show up in the windings factor since
this gives a rise to direct interaction of the windings harmonic component and the HPR. In
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other words, this interaction of the harmonics would produce an Electromotive Force
(EMF) out of phase or shifted by 180 electrical degrees. Moreover, a reduction of the
electromagnetic torque, an increase of losses, and torque ripple will appear as a side effect
of the improper windings selection. For certain slot/pole combination, the airgap between
the stator windings and FMP-Ps can be removed resulting in a single airgap design
machine, namely, a Vernier Machine. This is achieved when the number of the FMP-Ps is
a multiple number of the stator slots as shown in Fig. 1. 39 (b).

Additionally, CVT and power split tasks can be achieved since the two dual mechanical
ports can interact with stator rotating field simultaneously. This is beneficial for traction
applications and wind energy farms. One example of this kind of machines will be
discussed to emphasize the aforementioned design precautions.

(a)

(b)
Figure 1.39: Winding MG machines [43]

An example on this type is presented in [52], in which the authors designed the machine
shown in Fig. 1.40 (a) for power split devices targeting hybrid electric drivetrain. The
machine has dual mechanical ports (LPR and FMP-Ps), the LPR was configured with
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interior PM to increase the robustness of the rotor. The system block diagram is shown in
Fig 1.40 (b), it is seen that the machine is able to work in three modes (pure FM-MG,
motor, and generator). The HPR, stator coils, and FMP-Ps were configured with 9 PM
pole-pairs, 7 PM pole-pairs, and 16 steel slots, respectively. One of the challenges during
the design process is to find a set of windings that has a dominant 7 pole-pairs and
suppresses the 9 pole-pairs; in other words, the harmonic of 9 pole-pairs in the winding
factor should be as close to zero as possible. This is to avoid torque ripple and iron losses;
therefore, 21 slots were selected as shown in Fig. 1.40 (a). The winding factor of the
selected configuration does not have the 9 pole-pairs harmonic, while the 7 pole-pairs is
the dominant component. In conclusion, the machine mechanical structure was improved
with fewer bearings leading to improved measured efficiency on the test bed in excess of
94%. The increased efficiency implies a significant improvement compared to earlier
designs built at the University of Sheffield [47].

(a)
(b)
Figure 1.40: Proposed Winding MG Machine: (a) machine cross section (b) system block-diagram [52]

1.3.2.2.3 Partitioned Stator Machines
Partitioned Stator (PS) machines are a new emerging category of MGMs which
combine the principles of operation of MGMs and stator PM/Wound Field machines. The
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inherited magnetic gearing effect is analyzed in [53]. They consist of two stators, one is
equipped with coil excitation, while the other one is equipped with PMs or wound field
excitation. The rotor (FMP-Ps) in this case is sandwiched between the two stators as shown
in Fig. 1.41. PS machines exhibit higher torque density per copper losses and an improved
efficiency compered to their counterparts [43]. Additionally, there are three main
topologies under this category, namely, PS- Flux Switching Machines (PS-FSMs), PS-Flux
Reversal Machines (FRMs), and PS-Wound Field Flux Switching Machines (WFFSMs).
These machines and their counterparts are presented in Fig 1.41. Other topologies have
also been investigated in [54]. Clearly, there is a spacing issue in the conventional stator
PM/Wound Field machines since its stator is equipped with both PMs and windings and
they are competing for space. This results in challenges in terms of optimizing the
performance. Since the rotor in the conventional single airgap design is not fully utilized
in terms of space, the PMs can be separated and utilized as a secondary stator. This allows
for a simple structure beside lower copper losses since the windings and PMs do not
compete for space anymore. The outer stator can be equipped with either distributed
windings or fractional slot concentrated windings (FSCW) [55]. The inner stator is
configured with spoke PMs for PS-FSM, surface mounted PMs for PS-FRM, and wound
field excitation for PS-WFFSMs. This kind of machines is still being studied and
investigated for small scale so as to improve the performance and enable its use for
industrial applications. The electromagnetic performance was investigated in [56]. It was
also shown that a constant power wide speed range is possible for PS-FSM which is
potentially suitable for traction applications.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 1.41: PS Machines: (a) conventional FRM, (b) PS-FRM, (c) conventional FSM, (d) PS-FSM (e)
conventional WFM, (f) PS-WFM [43]
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1.3.2.3 Single-airgap Design
MGMs with single airgap design are well established. Under this category, there are
several topologies that have been researched and studied to a great extent. These topologies
were discovered earlier and developed in special niches, and only recently has it been
realized that they are part of the broader family of MGM machines. In this section a brief
summary to highlight the main pros and cons is presented.

1.3.2.3.1 Vernier Machines
It was shown in the winding MG machines that for certain slot/pole combination the
airgap between the FMP-Ps and stator windings can be eliminated leading to Vernier
Machine, Fig. 1.42. The Vernier Machine was designed first in 1960 [45], which mimics
the magnetic gearing effect as interpreted in [57]. Due to this, the machine is suitable for
low speed/high torque applications.

Figure 1.42: Vernier Machine [43]
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Despite the merit of having a high torque density machine [58], Vernier Machine
suffers from low power factor caused by the harmonic leakage which poses a challenge in
terms of sizing the power converter. Recent researches studying Vernier Machine are
targeting high torque density, high power factor, and reduction of the rare-earth PM
material while maintaining simple structure to manufacture [44]. The machine can be
designed with dual stators (inner and outer) to improve the power factor as presented in
[59].

1.3.2.3.2 Flux Switching Machines
The first conventional Flux Switching was invented in 1955 [60]. Fig. 1.43 shows the
Flux Switching Machine cross-section. Adequate attention has not been paid by researchers
probably due to the shortcomings on PM material at that time. The machine torque
transmission mechanism was discussed in [61], whilst feasible slot pole/combination are
realized in [62-64]. Flux Switching Machines exhibit high-torque density, strong faulttolerance capability, good flux weakening capability, favorable magnetic circuit to resist
demagnetization (perpendicular armature field on PMs [65]), and robust rotor structure.
However, for operation at high speeds (for example at14000 rpm), a fairly high
fundamental frequency (around 2 kHz) is typically required which negatively impacts the
losses. Therefore, a precaution must be taken on losses analysis. Also, there are some
challenges in terms of manufacturing/assembly in case of a segmented stator structure. A
good example on Flux Switching Machines was presented in [66], the machine was
designed with reduced rare-earth PM material for the Department of Energy specifications
to meet FreedomCar 2020 while addressing some of the aforementioned challenges.
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Figure 1.43: Flux Switching Machines [43]

1.3.2.3.3 Flux Reversal Machines
Flux Reversal Machines are known for their high torque density and robust structure
as presented in [58]. The rotor structure is similar to the Switched Reluctance Machine,
while the stator has both windings and PMs placed on the top of the stator teeth as shown
in Fig. 1.44. It was first invented in 1996 [67]. Flux Reversal Machines operate with limited
wide speed range and they are applicable for direct drive applications. In terms of slot/pole
combinations, they are similar to Flux Switching Machines [62-64].

Figure 1.44: Flux Reversal Machines [43]
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1.4

Challenges of MGs and MGMs

Although FM-MGs and MGMs can potentially provide a solution for some of the
practical issues of mechanical gears, FM-MGs and MGMs have their own challenges that
researchers are trying to address. Main challenges that impact performance are summarized
below:
•

Segmented structure and many small pieces to assemble.

•

Low torque density.

•

Complexity in structures.

•

High usage of rare-earth material.

•

Relatively low gear ratio.

•

High operating frequency.

•

Weak and impractical mechanical structures.

Those lead to relatively limited tip speed (The tip speed is the linear speed of the outer
surface of a rotor; it is the limiting factor in terms of mechanical stress) on LPR or weak
mechanical structures (due to the segmented structure), low torque density (due the high
flux leakage or eliminating PM material), complexity in structure making the prototypes
difficult to assemble (to boost the torque density), the significant use of rare-earth
permanent magnets (due to the large effective airgap), relatively low gear ratio (practical
aspect related to PM materials), reduced efficiency (due to losses at higher frequencies), as
well as mechanical issues (due to the multi mechanical ports/bearings).
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It should be noted that it is often the case that one particular issue can be "resolved", but
at the expense of making another issue appear or get much worse. For example, [28]
demonstrates a FM-MG prototype with the highest torque density reported in literature so
far [7-8]. However, the rotor tip speed is limited by the segmented structure beside the low
gear ratio 1:4.25. In [26], although a HSR with interior PMs and FMP-Ps with two
supportive bridges were adopted to improve their mechanical strength; the torque density
was significantly reduced. Moreover, the highest gear ratio for FM-CMG was 1:10.5 with
modest torque density (111.2 kN. m/mS ) [7-8, 68].

1.5

Thesis Motivation

There have been continuous significant efforts to enable high torque density/low cost
electric drive systems in variety of applications which include electric machines, and power
electronics. One strategy is to reduce the machine rare-earth content while attempting to
maintain a comparable performance. Since there has been a growing interest to minimize
or eliminate the rare-earth PM content in electric machines [66, 69-71] and due to the multi
airgap design of FM-MGs and MGMs, a large volume of PMs is typically required to
achieve a reasonable torque density. Rare-earth magnets are generally expensive, but some
grades are more so than others. In particular for application with high temperature
operation, such as traction, alloying is needed to reduce demagnetization risk. This is
achieved by adding some so-called heavy rare earth materials, such as dysprosium (Dy).
Unfortunately, although the proportion of Dy needed is small, its cost is particularly high.
So some work is on going to develop designs that do not need Dy addition to the rare-earth
magnet, but achieve high temperature operation nonetheless (so called Dy-free magnets).
Two kinds of Dy-free NdFeB are commercially available and have been studied thoroughly
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in [70, 72]. The first one is with high remanence and knee point in the second quadrant
which presents a significant challenge due to the armature reaction effect at high
temperatures. The second type is the one with low remanence and knee point in the third
quadrant allowing the machine to operate with high coercivity, but the machine power
density may drop. Moreover, ferrite PM has a relatively low energy product and is subject
to demagnetization at lower temperature.

As a consequence, this thesis aims to address foregoing PM material challenges and
investigate the electromagnetic performance of blended magnet designs (ferrite with both
Dy-NdFeB and Dy-free NdFeB) in the context of FM-MGs and MGMs.

Beside the main target, issues of FM-MGs and MGMs will be taken into account to
reach a compromise while retaining a competitive electromagnetic performance. These
includes practical designs, tolerance of demagnetization, simple mechanical structure or
conventional topologies, and sustainability cost reduction in the proposed topologies.

1.6

Organization of The Thesis
Chapter 1: Introduction and Review
This chapter presents an overview on FM-MGs and MGMs development. The later

parts highlight current issues with FM-MGs and MGMs and demonstrate the thesis
motivation.

Chapter 2: Flux Modulation-Magnetic Gears (FM-MGs)
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This chapter explains the FM concept using 2D-FEA and the principle of operation.
Furthermore, practical challenges with FM-MGs designs are discussed with an optimized
baseline design. Then, four more designs are presented with reduced rare-earth PM
material. Additionally, losses, demagnetization, efficiency, and cost analysis are presented.

Chapter 3: Magnetically Geared Machines (MGMs)
This chapter demonstrates the potential use of MGMs in traction application. The
proposed topologies are targeting the Department of Energy FreedomCar2020
specifications. Four designs are presented with reduced rare-earth PM material.
Additionally, losses, demagnetization, flux-weakening operation capabilities comparison,
efficiency, and cost analysis are presented.

Chapter 4: Conclusion
Conclusions on the proposed topologies are drawn beside recommendations for future
work.
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2

2.1

A HIGH TORQUE DENSITY MAGNETIC GEAR UTILIZING BLEND OF
MAGNETS
Introduction
In this chapter, FM-MGs principle of operation is explained. Additionally, FM-MGs

challenges and consideration based on the literature review designs will be carried out. The
merit of spoke magnet shape is presented. A baseline design equipped with Dy-NdFeB is
optimized targeting a high torque density. Four more designs using low cost magnet based
on the baseline design are evaluated. Loss/efficiency evaluation, different blended magnet
configurations, techniques to improve the mechanical design, and cost analysis for various
designs will be presented.
2.2

Flux Modulation Magnetic Gears Principle of Operation
The basic idea of the FM theory is scaling up or down the MMF frequencies for each

excitation source to match the other MMF source. This is accomplished to enable
transmitting steady and scalable force/torque according to the gear ratio. In FM-MGs two
sources of excitation with different MMF pole-pairs are employed and by sandwiching the
FMP-Ps between the two sources, useful torque can be transmitted. Basically, FMP-Ps
make each MMF frequency correspondent to the other MMF pole-pairs. A general
representation of magnetic field in FM-MGs will be explained and verified using 2D-FEA
software (MagNet by Infolytica) to fully represent the FM-MGs principle of operation. The
model will be considered for the verification is FM-CMG having the HPR and LPR
arranged with surface mounted PMs as shown in Fig. 2.1.
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High Pole Rotor
(!# ,17)

Permanent Magnets

Figure 2.1: PM Surface-mounted FM-CMG

2.2.1 Mathematical Magnetic Field Representation
The magnetic field solution produced by either HPR or LPR taking into account the
permeance function of the FMP-Ps at any radial distance (r) and circumferential angle (q )
are presented in [5-6, 24, 73] and provided below.
The magnetic flux density produced by the LPR PMs (𝑝7 ) at any radial distance can be
written in equation (2.1):

𝐵& 8: (𝑟, q ) = ∑…
(†7,S,‡ 𝑏&( (𝑟) cosŠ𝑚𝑝7 Œq − 𝜔87 𝑡 Ž + 𝑚𝑝7 q> •

[Tesla]

(2.1)

[Tesla]

(2.2)

The permeance function of the FMP-Ps (𝑁1 ) is presented as follows:

𝜆&BCDED4 (𝑟, q ) = 𝜆&> (𝑟) + ∑…
•†7,;,S 𝜆&F (𝑟) cos [𝑘𝑁1 (q − 𝜔1 𝑡 )]
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where (q> ) is the initial phase angle, (𝑏&( , 𝜆&• , 𝜆&> ) are Fourier coefficients, (𝑝7 ) is assumed
to be the pole-pairs number of LPR, (𝑁1 ) is the number of FMP-Ps, (𝜔87 ) is the rotational
velocity of the LPR in [rad/sec], and (𝜔1 ) is the rotational velocity of the FMP-Ps in
[rad/sec].
The resultant radial field (𝐵& G,I ) due to the interaction between the PM poles and FMPPs is presented by multiplying (2.1) with (2.2):

𝐵& G,I (𝑟, q ) = 𝐵&‘: (𝑟, q ) ∗ 𝜆&BCDED4 (𝑟, q )

[Tesla]

(2.3)

[Tesla]

(2.4)

𝐵& G,I (𝑟, q ) = Œ∑…
(†7,S,‡ 𝑏&( (𝑟) cosŠ𝑚𝑝7 Œq − 𝜔87 𝑡 Ž + 𝑚𝑝7 q> •Ž ∗
Œ𝜆&> (𝑟) + ∑…
F†7,;,S 𝜆&• (𝑟) cos[ 𝑘𝑁1 (q − 𝜔1 𝑡 )]Ž

𝐵& G,I (𝑟, q ) = ∑…
(†7,S,‡ 𝜆&> (𝑟) ∗ 𝑏&( (𝑟) cosŠ𝑚𝑝7 Œq − 𝜔87 𝑡 Ž + 𝑚𝑝7 q> • +
…
∑…
(†7,S,‡ ∑F†7,;,S 𝑏&( (𝑟) ∗ 𝜆&• (𝑟) cosŠ𝑚𝑝7 Œq − 𝜔87 𝑡 Ž +

𝑚𝑝7 q> • cos[ 𝑘𝑁1 (q − 𝜔1 𝑡 )]

[Tesla]

(2.5)

Therefore, one can write the following equation (2.6):

𝐵& G,I (𝑟, q ) = ∑…
(†7,S,‡ 𝜆&> (𝑟) ∗ 𝑏&( (𝑟) cosŠ𝑚𝑝7 Œq − 𝜔87 𝑡 Ž + 𝑚𝑝7 q> • +
7
;

…
∑…
(†7,S,‡ ∑F†7,;,S 𝜆&F (𝑟) ∗ 𝑏&( (𝑟) cos ’(𝑚𝑝7 + 𝑘𝑁1 ) “q −
7
;

(8: ”‘: •F34 ”4

…
∑…
(†7,S,‡ ∑F†7,;,S 𝜆&F (𝑟) ∗ 𝑏&( (𝑟) cos ’(𝑚𝑝7 − 𝑘𝑁1 ) “q −

(8: •F34

𝑡– + 𝑚𝑝7 q> — +

(8: ”‘: ˜F34 ”4
(8: ˜F34

𝑡– + 𝑚𝑝7 q> —

[Tesla]

(2.6)
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The circumferential field created by the HPR PM pole-pairs (𝑝; ) is shown in equation
(2.7):

𝐵q 8< (𝑟, q ) = ∑…
(†7,S,‡ 𝑏q( (𝑟) cosŠ𝑚𝑝; Œq − 𝜔8; 𝑡 Ž + 𝑚𝑝; q> •

[Tesla]

(2.7)

where (𝑏q ( ) is Fourier coefficient. Eventually, the developed electromagnetic torque due
to the interaction of the radial and circumferential flux densities can be calculated using
Maxwell stress tensor as shown in equation (2.8), [6, 74].

u

;•

𝑇"#"$%'&()*+"%,$ = ™ ∫> 𝐵& G ∗ 𝐵q 8< ∗ 𝑟 ; 𝑑q
š

[N.m]

(2.8)

From equation. (2.7) and (2.8), it can be seen that the useful torque can be transmitted
if the relationship in (2.9) is satisfied which relates the modulated radial flux density
created by the first MMF (𝑝7 ) source to the circumferential one created by the other PM
rotor (𝑝; ).

fŸ, = |mP + kN£ |𝑚𝑝7 + 𝑘𝑁1

(2.9)

𝑚 = 1,3,5,7,9, … , ∞
𝑘 = 0, ± 𝑗, … , ±∞ = 0, ±1, ±2, ±3, … , ±∞
when (𝑚 = 1 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑘 = −1), this corresponds to the highest harmonic that enables useful
flux modulation and torque transducing case, this will be verified also by 2D-FEA. There
are some other super and sub harmonics that do not contribute to torque transducing but
tend to generate iron losses and torque ripple. As a result, it is seen when (𝑚 = 1 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑘 =
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−1), the number of FMP-Ps should equal the sum of the pole-pairs of the LPR and HPR
as indicated in equation (2.10).

𝑁1 = 𝑝7 + 𝑝;

(2.10)

Moreover, rotor angular velocities can be derived from equation (2.6) and (2.7) and
shown in equation. (2.11).

(8:

𝜔(𝑚, 𝑘)8; = (8

: •F34

F34

𝜔87 + (8

: •F34

𝜔1

[rad/sec] (2.11)

when (𝑚 = 1 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑘 = −1), one can write the following:

8

3

𝜔(𝑚, 𝑘)8; = − 8: 𝜔87 + 8 4 𝜔1
<

<

𝑝; 𝜔(𝑚, 𝑘)8; + 𝑝7 𝜔87 − 𝑁1 𝜔1 = 0

[rad/sec]

(2.12)

(2.13)

where (𝜔8; ) is the rotational velocity of the HPR in [rad/sec]. From equation (2.13), three
possible gear ratios are obtainable when (𝑚 = 1 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑘 = −1) are explained and arranged
below from the lowest possible gear ratio to the highest.

When (𝜔87 = 0), the gear ratio will be as follows:

3

𝜔(𝑚, 𝑘)8; = 8 4 𝜔1
<

[rad/sec] (2.14)
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3

𝐺&: = 8 4

(2.15)

<

In this case, both rotors rotate in the same direction. The HPR is regarded to be low
torque/high speed rotor, whereas the FMP-Ps rotor is the high torque/low speed rotor. This
is because each steel segment is a dipole and counted to be one pole-pair.

When the FMP-Ps rotor is stationary (𝜔1 = 0), the gear ratio will be as follows:

𝜔(𝑚, 𝑘)8; =

˜8:
8<

𝜔87

8

𝐺&< = − 8<
:

[rad/sec]

(2.16)
(2.17)

where the negative sign in the gear ratio indicates opposite rotational direction which
means the modulated MMF rotate reversely in the other airgap. The HPR will rotate with
high torque/low speed, while rotor with low poles number will be driven at low torque/high
speed.

The third gear ratio is achieved when the HPR is stationary (𝜔8; = 0). The low pole
element is low torque/high speed rotor, while the FMP-Ps rotor is high torque/low speed.

0 = 𝑝7 𝜔87 + 𝑁1 𝜔1
3

𝐺&- = 8 4
:

[rad/sec] (2.18)
(2.19)
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Furthermore, the CVT operation can be realized from equation. (2.13) when all the
three rotors are rotating simultaneously. The gear ratio and motion direction in this case is
freely controlled by one rotor, while the other two rotors are responsible for transferring
both input and output power. A verification on the CVT operation will be shown using 2DFEA simulation.

Since gearboxes are passive devices and based on energy conservation principle, torque
and power equations for the three elements in FM-MG assuming no-loss operation are
provided in equations (2.20) and (2.21):

𝑇8: + 𝑇8< + 𝑇34 = 0

[N.m]

(2.20)

𝑃8: + 𝑃8< + 𝑃34 = 0

[Watt]

(2.21)

2.2.2 2D-FEA Verification of FM-MGs Working Principle
In order to verify FM-MGs principle of operation, 2D-FEA software is used to show
the modulation effect on the model shown in Fig. 2.1. First, the HPR PMs and FMP-Ps are
replaced with continuous steel structure (both airgaps are present with a thickness of 1 mm
for each) in order to show the unmodulated flux pattern, as shown in Fig. 2.2 (a), whereas
Fig. 2.2 (b) has steel segments (FMP-Ps) in the middle rotor. Both models were simulated
to examine the impact of FMP-Ps on the airgap flux densities. The corresponding flux plots
for both models are demonstrated in Fig. 2.3. Then, the radial airgap flux densities are
plotted in each airgap with Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) used to analyze newly produced
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space harmonics as shown in Fig. 2.4 and 2.5. The 2D-FEA software used here is MagNet
by Infolytica.

Low Pole Rotor (LPR)
(!" ,4)

Continuous Steel
Structure

Permanent Magnets
(PMs)
(a)

Low Pole Rotor
(LPR) (!" ,4)

Continuous Steel
Structure
Flux Modulation PolePieces Rotor (FMP-Ps)
(#$ ,21)

Permanent Magnets
(PMs)
(b)
Figure 2.2: Preliminary FM-MG model (a) Preliminary FM-MG model without FMP-Ps and
HPR PMs (b) Preliminary FM-MG model without HPR PMs.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 2.3: Flux plots for preliminary FM-MG model (a) Flux distribution of preliminary
FM-MG model without FMP-Ps and HPR PMs (b) Flux distribution of preliminary FM-MG model
without HPR PMs.
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The radial air gap flux density in the inner airgap
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Harmonic Spectra of flux density in the inner airgap
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(b)
Figure 2.4: Radial inner airgap flux density distribution with and without FMP-Ps (a) Flux
density waveform (b) Harmonic spectra.
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The radial air gap flux density in the outer airgap
With FMP-Ps
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Figure 2.5: Radial outer airgap flux density distribution with and without FMP-Ps (a) Flux
density waveform (b) Harmonic spectra
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It is seen from Fig. 2.4 and 2.5 that rectangular waveforms are shown with 4 pole-pairs
representing the LPR PM poles shape when steel segments are absent (𝑚 = 1,3,5, … , ∞,
𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑘 = 0).

However,

the

presence

of

FMP-Ps

(𝑚 = 1,3,5, … , ∞, 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑘 =

±1, ±2, ±3, … , ±∞) distorts the flux densities in each airgap and produces higher order
harmonics to be used for accomplishing the gearing effect. It is seen that the highest
harmonic in the outer airgap is the one with 17 pole-pairs which is a resultant of (𝑚 =
1 & 𝑘 = −1). Therefore, placing PM poles on the outer rotor with 17 pole-pairs enables
transferring steady electromagnetic torque. It is also observed that the highest torque can
be obtained when the number of FMP-Ps are the sum of the HPR and LPR number of pole
pairs. A set of pole-pairs with (𝑝7 , 𝑝; , 𝑁1 ) (4, 17, 21) enables useful interaction between
the LPR and FMP-Ps resultant radial airgap flux density and the circumferential HPR
airgap flux density resulting to stable and scalable torque transmission. The resultant model
is shown again in Fig. 2.6, while the radial airgap flux densities are provided in Fig. 2.7
and 2.8 with labels on the torque transducing harmonics in each airgap.

Flux Modulation
Pole-Pieces Rotor
($% ,21)

Low Pole Rotor
(!" ,4)

High Pole Rotor
(!# ,17)

Permanent Magnets

Figure 2.6: PM Surface-mounted FM-CMG
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Figure 2.7: Inner airgap radial flux density and the corresponding harmonic spectra
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The radial air gap flux density in the outer airgap
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Figure 2.8: Outer airgap radial flux density and the corresponding harmonic spectra
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In order to examine the torque and gearing capability of the model, only the HPR was
rotating at any speed (𝜔8; ), while the other two rotors are fixed in position (similar to
locked-rotor position test). As can be seen in Fig. 2.9, the three possible gearing ratios can
be achieved. The maximum transmitted torques on the FMP-Ps, HPR, and LPR are 322,
260.66, and 61.33 N.m, respectively. If the input power shaft is overloaded, the gear will
slip and lead potentially to loss of synchronism. At no loss operation, the net torque on the
three rotors is zero which is in full agreement with equation (2.20). The dynamic torque is
also shown in Fig. 2.10 when HPR and LPR are rotating in opposite directions with respect
8

7±

to the gear ratio (𝐺° = − 8< = − ² ). Due to the losses in the gear, there is a slight difference
:

in the torque gear ratio between the HPR and LPR. However, the speed gear ratio remains
unaffected.
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Figure 2.9: Static torques on various components
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Dynamic Torques on Various Component
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Figure 2.10: Dynamic torques on various components

Alternatively, the second highest harmonic in the outer airgap is the one with 25 polepairs representing the case (𝑚 = 1 & 𝑘 = 1). It can be also seen that placing 25 PM polepairs would allow useful torque transmission. For this case, the FMP-Ps count can be the
difference between the HPR and LPR number of pole-pairs. This configuration is rarely
implemented in comparison to the case with (𝑚 = 1 & 𝑘 = −1) due to the relatively lower
torque capability.

2.2.3 Concept of Losses in FM-MGs
Concept of losses in FM-MGs differ from conventional electrical machine due to the
absence of windings generating alternating fields. Losses in FM-MGs are divided into three
components: PM eddy current losses, iron losses, and mechanical losses (windage, friction,
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bearing, and effect of structure assembly). PM eddy current losses are caused by the
existence of higher order harmonics that penetrate the PM pieces and induce losses within
the magnet structure. PM losses can be the bigger portion of losses in FM-MGs especially
at high speeds in which an axial and/or circumferential PM segmentation is crucial to
maintain higher efficiency. The same reason causes iron losses; however, the use of
laminated steel in in the three rotors (HPR, LPR, and FMP-Ps) significantly mitigates the
iron losses. Regarding the third loss component, there are methods to estimate the friction,
windage and bearing losses. The losses associated with assembly issues are difficult to
estimate during the design stage because they are mainly caused by the manufacturing and
assembly

defects.

However,

special

attention

is

required

during

the

assembly/manufacturing processes to avoid running into such issues/losses. The amount of
losses for stationary FMP-Ps operation is governed by equation (2.22).

³𝑇8: ³𝜔87 − ³𝑇8< ³𝜔8; = 𝑃JK #'11"1 + 𝑃,&'+ #'11"1 + 𝑃("$L+,$)# #'11"1

(2.22)

It can be observed in equation (2.22) that any difference in the delivered power between
the input and output shafts leads to a difference in the gear ratio.

2.3

Challenges and Considerations of The Designs
Despite the fact that FM-MGs offer many advantages over mechanical gearboxes, they

still encounter many challenges that slowed down the technology adoption in various
industrial applications. Moreover, most of the research conducted on FM-MGs is still
exclusively conducted in academia and has not been vastly considered in the commercial
sector. These challenges are related to impractical torque boosting techniques (impractical
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topologies), relatively low gear ratio, mechanical limitations on the topology, limited tip
speed, and large usage of rare-earth PM material. (Based on the topologies overview
presented in Chapter 1, some of these challenges are concurrently present to overcome only
one challenge. Consequently, a topology designed potentially for high speed applications
that attempts to address the aforementioned challenges is proposed.

In order to design a high torque density FM-MG, large quantities of rare-earth PMs are
typically employed to retain high magnetic loading level across the two-airgap design.
There are significant concerns regarding rare-earth materials in terms of price volatility and
sustainability due to geopolitical reasons. Most high-performance electrical machines use
Dysprosium-NdFeB that has high energy product under elevated operating temperatures.
In order to tackle the forgoing challenges with rare-earth PMs and FM-MGs, designs with
reduced rare-earth content and comparable performance are required. Dysprosium (Dy) is
one of the heavy rare-earth elements that represents market price and supply volatility.
However, Dy-free NdFeB can alternatively be adopted to potentially minimize economic
challenges while achieving comparable performance. Two kinds of Dy-free NdFeB are
commercially available and studied thoroughly in [70, 72]. The first type has high
remanence and knee point in the second quadrant which faces a challenge of operating at
higher temperatures (more than 120 0C). On the hand, the second type has a knee point in
the third quadrant with lower magnet remanence ( 𝐵& = 0.85 − 0.75 T ) in which the
machine power density is panelized. Generally speaking, gearboxes operate usually below
120 oC in renewable applications, cars, and electric drivetrains. Therefore, the first type of
Dy-free NdFeB is suitable for FM-MGs and can meet variety of design specifications. In
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addition, low remanence magnet (ferrite PM) is another option to mitigate the cost and
provide a sustainable solution to the industry.

Based on the available material market options and in order to maintain the airgap
magnetic loading, a different design approach is investigated in the context of FM-MGs.
The proposed approach is referred to as hybrid magnet approach in which a blend of
different magnet types/grades are used in order to minimize rare-earth content while
achieving comparable performance compared to designs that use rare-earth PMs.

In the coming sections, proposed designs using conventional interior PM (spoke PM)
rotor structure that has the merit of flux concentration effect to enhance the torque
capability will be compared and evaluated. In addition, the PM pieces are buried into
cavities which helps with the magnets retention. The process of selecting the gear ratio
taking into account the impact of hybrid magnet is also presented. A baseline design with
Dy-NdFeB is optimized targeting a high torque density without magnetic bridges. Based
on the baseline design, four more design are introduced. Design two uses Dy-free NdFeB,
while design three uses ferrite PM only. The hybrid approach will be presented in designs
four and five. Design four uses a blend of Dy-NdFeB and ferrite, while design five has a
blend of Dy-free NdFeB with ferrite. At this stage, magnetic bridges are added in the HPR
and LPR to strengthen the rotors structure and provide better resistance against the
centrifugal force. To clarify, the PMs are embedded in cavities while the trapezoid FMPPs use laminated steel sheets with high yield strength to withstand the two magnetic forces
exerted on them.
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Electromagnetic performance, demagnetization analysis will be evaluated while having
the magnetic bridges in the final design at 80 oC. Loss analysis and mitigation, and cost
analysis will also be presented.

2.4

Proposed Baseline Design

2.4.1 Rotor Design
As previously mentioned previously, PMs are the only source of excitation; however,
airgap magnetic loading varies based on the rotor design and/or effective PM utilization.
This means different PMs configurations would significantly change the peak airgap flux
density, which emphasizes the importance of selecting the rotor topology or inventing new
topologies. A comparative study between various rotor designs was introduced in [75],
which draws a conclusion indicating that spoke PM designs have the highest torque density
among other designs at the same PM quantity. This is mainly due to the flux concentration
effect (two PM poles pushing flux in the same direction) through the steel segments
between circumferentially magnetized PMs as shown in Fig. 2.11. Moreover, experimental
validation results presented in literature demonstrate spoke PM FM-MG prototype with the
highest torque density among other rotor designs [7-8, 28]. Consequently, both LPR and
HPR are configured with spoke PM design.
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Flux Modulation PolePieces Rotor (FMP-Ps)
(!" ,36)

High Pole Rotor
(HPR) (#$ ,31)

Low Pole Rotor
(LPR) (#% ,5)

Figure 2.11: Interior PM (Spoke) FM-MG

2.4.2 Selection of Gear Ratio
As the gear ratio increases, the size and cost of the machine coupled to the gear are
greatly reduced. However, there are limitations on how much the gear ratio should be
increased. In [76], a comprehensive study of the parameters that affect the torque capability
of FM-MGs shows that as the gear ratio increases, the torque capacity/capability on the
FMP-Ps decreases.

If the outer rotor radius is held fixed, the high gear ratio leads to an increase in the HPR
number of poles and decrease of the LPR number of poles. As the HPR poles number
increases the flux per pole gets lower and the field intensity with the reduced PM width is
minimized. The reduced PM width in HPR encounters very high airgap reluctance to
overcome; consequently, the flux produced by those PMs tend to leak and reduce the
harmonic modulation between HPR and LPR. The combined impacts of the non-optimal
match between the HPR and LPR lead to lower torque capability, flux leakage and
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saturation in the HPR yoke, impractical PM width in HPR in terms of manufacturing, and
poles demagnetization since PM poles are placed next to each other with opposite force
direction.

Another important concept is related to the cogging torque factor which is associated to
the least common multiple (LCM) or the greatest common divider (GCD) between the PM
rotors and the FMP-Ps components. The cogging torque factor is given by equation (2.23):

;∗8 ∗34

:
𝑓Y'**,+* Z'&[\" = #$((;∗8

: ,34 )

= gcd (2 ∗ 𝑝7 , 𝑁1 )

(2.23)

The cogging toque amplitude is diminished as the cogging torque factor approaches
smaller values (1 and 2) [71]. The LCM of the LPR pole-pairs and FMP-Ps for stationary
HPR operation, is fairly low with high gear ratios. The impact of this is significant torque
ripple to which a zero N.m average torque is achieved in some cases [73]. In order to
eliminate such severe consequences with torque ripple, integer gear ratios are avoided since
they tend to have low LCM (2 ∗ 𝑝7 , 𝑁1 ) compared to fractional gear ratios [77]. A study on
the gear ratio selection for the listed combinations in Table 2.1 was performed to identify
a compromise between the aforementioned challenges and the following considerations.
Furthermore, it is suggested to choose an even number of (𝑁1 ) in order to cancel out radial
forces exerted on bearings. The gear ratio for stationary HPR operation and the LCM
between (2*𝑝7 , 𝑁1 ) are both shown in Table 2.1. Since the topology is proposed to
potentially spin at high tip speed, a constraint on the LPR radius is required. The maximum
tip speed chosen is 100 m/s to prevent any mechanical damage to the rotors, whereas the
potential maximum speed for LPR is 10000 rpm. In order to quantify the capability of
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spinning at 10000 rpm, a detailed mechanical analysis is required which will not be carried
out here. However, a constraint on the LPR radius in addition to adding bridges can be a
good/temporary solution before reaching the final design step. Therefore, the LPR rotor
radius is constrained at 95 mm which results in a design tradeoff that will be discussed.
High pole-pairs number in the LPR limits the space to employ low remanence magnet. On
the other hand, a low pole-pairs number in the LPR leads to a larger pole pitch which
becomes challenging to retain especially when the rotor is equipped with low remanence
magnet. Therefore, the pole-pairs number (𝑝7 ) in the LPR is ranging from 4-6 to provide
enough space for the low remanence magnet. At this LPR outer radius, the HPR number
(𝑝; ) is constrained proportionally to (𝑝7 ) to avoid small PM width. Finally, the gear ratio
combination listed in Table 2.2 is well-suited to the above consideration and leads to an
HPR pole thickness of 5 mm assuming at least 8 mm FMP-Ps radial thickness. The LPR
pole-pairs for this combination provides enough space for LRM. Also, the cogging torque
factor leads to negligible torque ripple amplitude as will be confirmed later.

Table 2-1: Gear ratios combinations

𝑓Y'**,+* Z'&[\"

𝒑𝟏

𝒑𝟐

𝑵𝒔

𝑮𝒓

𝑳𝑪𝑴(𝟐 ∗ 𝒑𝟏 , 𝑵𝒔 )

4

25

29

7.25

232

1

4

27

31

7.75

248

1

5

31

36

7.2

180

2

5

32

37

7.4

370

1

5

33

38

7.6

190

2

5

34

39

7.8

390

1

6

37

43

7.16

516

1

6

38

44

7.33

132

4

6

40

46

7.66

276

2

6

41

47

7.83

564

1

𝑮𝑪𝑫(𝟐 ∗ 𝒑𝟏 , 𝑵𝒔 )
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Table 2-2: Model pole-pairs combination

Parameter

Value

LPR Pole-pairs (rotational)

5

HPR Pole-pairs (fixed)

31

FMP-Ps (rotational)

36

Gear ratio

7.2

2.4.3 Materials Selection for The Proposed Designs
Various FM-MGs designs use grades of three commercially available PM types: DyNdFeB, Dy-free NdFeB, and ferrite as listed in Table 2.3 with their magnet properties at
20 oC. The Dy-free NdFeB has slightly higher energy product in comparison to Dy-NdFeB.
The proposed FM-MG can be potentially designed to have a high-tip-speed in which a
relatively high-yield-strength material is required for reliable operation with variable loads
and physical environments. HF-10 from AK Steel (with yield strength of 450 MPa) is
adopted in the design. Material specifications are listed in Table 2.4 with assumptions of
their market prices. It should be noted that material prices are influenced by the market
supply/demand as well as quantities of purchase.

Table 2-3: PM properties at 20 and 80 oC
PM commercial name

Dy-NdFeB
Arnold N40H
Dy-free NdFeB
Vacuumschelze
VACODYM
247AP
Ferrite Hitachi
NMF-15G

Magnet
Remanence
(𝑩𝒓 )-Tesla

Coercivity

Demagnetization

(𝑯𝒄 )-kAmp/m

(𝑩𝒅𝒆𝒎𝒂𝒈 )-Tesla

20 oC

1.28

-985.6

-0.48

80 oC

1.19

-909.82

0.062

20 oC

1.28

-987

-0.778

80 oC

1.22

-931

-0.0129

20 oC

0.48

-360

-0.05

80 oC

0.43

-320

-0.17

Electrical
Resistivity
𝛀. 𝒎

1.5 ∗ 10˜Ë

1.6 ∗ 10˜Ë

1000
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Table 2-4: Material prices and volumetric mass density

Material commercial name

Price assumption
($/kg)

Volumetric mass density
(𝑘𝑔/𝑚S )

DI-MAX HF-10 by AK Steel
(10 mils or 0.25 mm thickness)

2

7600

Arnold N40H

100

7500

Vacuumschelze VACODYM
247AP

60

7600

Hitachi Ferrite NMF-15G

10

4800

2.4.4 Baseline Design Optimization
A baseline using Dy-NdFeB is optimized targeting a high torque density. The baseline
design was fully parameterized in 2D-FEA (MagNet- Mentor Graphics) to control all the
gear parameters. In order to reach an optimum baseline design, a commercially available
tool (OptiNet-Mentor Graphics) has been linked to 2D-FEA software to conduct a multi
sweep range over seven independent variables. Optimization was based on static solution
to minimize the computational time at the optimum torque angle. The optimization
objectives were set to minimize the torque ripple (below 2%) and to obtain the maximum
possible torque at 20 oC. Table 2.5 summarizes the baseline design variables as well as
their sweep ranges. Fig. 2.12 presents the corresponding parametric model to Table 2.5.
The outer radius of the LPR is kept fixed at 95 mm, which has a significant impact on
determining the general design geometries. The outer FMP-Ps radius is calculated using
equation (2.24):

𝑅S = 𝑅; + 𝑔 + 𝑥7

[mm] (2.24)
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The outer HPR radius controls the height of the PM and is calculated using equation
(2.25):

𝑅² = 𝑅; + 2 ∗ 𝑔 + 𝑥7 + 𝑥;

[mm]

(2.25)

However, the HPR PM has a rectangular shape, while the inner arc length (w2) is kept
equal to the neighboring iron piece and given by equation (2.26):

;•∗(Ð •*)

𝑤2 = k\( 'Ñ 1%""# 1"*("+%1- )+W JK1 '+ %L" ÒJÐ

[deg]

(β1)

(!1)

R1

w1

R2
Figure 2.12: Baseline key parameter model

R3

R4

(2.26)
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Table 2-5: Optimization variables and sweep ranges

Optimal Design

Unit

Parameter

Sweep Range

Step

FMP-Ps Radial Thickness, (x1)

8-12

0.5

9

(mm)

HSR Inner Radius, (R1)

40-60

1

40

(mm)

HSR Outer Radius, (R2)

Fixed

-

95

(mm)

Airgap Thickness, (g)

Fixed

-

1

(mm)

LSR Radial Thickness, (x2)

10-17

1

16

(mm)

Inner FMP-Ps Angular Span, (𝜸)

5-7

0.5

5.5

(deg)

Outer FMP-Ps Angular Span, (β)

5-7

0.5

6.5

(deg)

Axial Length, (L)

70-90

2

86

(mm)

LPR PM Width, (w1)

10-13

0.5

12.5

(mm)

A set of designs was generated using the optimization tool, and then various design data
was invoked to MATLAB to plot the torque density versus the specific torque as shown in
Fig. 2.13. The torque density calculation is given by equation (2.27):

𝑇𝐷 =

Z Ó4

Z

Ô$%,Õ" Õ'#\("

= •∗ÐÓ<4∗×
Ö

[kN. m/mS ] (2.27)

The specific torque is given by equation (2.28):

Z

4
𝑆𝑇 = (k%""# ()11Ó•JK
()11)

[N. m/kg] (2.28)

where the mass is calculated using the corresponding material volumetric mass density
listed in Table 2.4.
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Torque Density vs. Specific Torque
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Figure 2.13: Torque density vs. specific torque

Various designs have been generated with different capabilities which gives degree
of freedom based on design requirements. Since the goal is to maximize the torque density,
the design with highest torque density was selected as a baseline design. The baseline
design parameters are listed in Table 2-6 including the average torque density and specific
torque values of the optimal design.
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Table 2-6: Best result from optimization run

Parameter

2.5

Value

Unit

LPR Inner Radius, (R1)

40

(mm)

LPR Outer Radius, (R2)

95

(mm)

Airgap Thickness, (g)

1

(mm)

Inner FMP-Ps Angular Span, (𝜸1)

5.5

(deg)

FMP-Ps Radial Thickness, (x1)

9

(mm)

Outer FMP-Ps Angular Span, (β1)

6.5

(deg)

Outer Radius of FMP-Ps, (R3)

105

(mm)

HPR Radial Thickness, (x2)

16

(mm)

Outer Radius of model, (R4)

122

(mm)

Axial Length, (L)

86

(mm)

LPR PM Width, (w1)

12.5

(mm)

HPR PM Width, (w2)

5.3

(mm)

Torque on FMP-Ps, (𝑻𝑵𝒔 )

985

(N.m)

Torque density, (𝑻𝑫)

245

(kN. m/mS )

Specific torque, ( 𝑺𝑻)

38.21

(N. m/kg)

Optimization Temperature, (𝑻𝒆𝒎𝒑)

20

o

C

Various Designs Considered
The baseline design has been established in the previous section with Dy-NdFeB;

therefore, the task of this section is to investigate the electromagnetic performance of
various designs by using other magnet types/grades. Furthermore, this section will
investigate the impact of adding bridges to HPR and LPR (since the baseline design had a
segmented structure). Also, the impact of operating temperatures will be examined.
Moreover, demagnetization analysis, loss evaluation and reduction, and efficiency over the
speed range will be presented in the following sections.
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2.5.1 Non-blended Magnet Conventional Designs
In this section, three designs are considered using only one PM type in each design.
First design is inherited from the baseline design and uses Dy-NdFeB, the second design
utilizes Dy-free NdFeB, and the third design has only ferrite PM. The FEA solid models
are shown in Fig. 2.14 as well as the corresponding 2D mesh. The purpose of introducing
the three designs using only one PM type is to examine the torque capability when using
each type separately and to provide a fair comparison to the hybrid magnet designs. All the
design parameters are kept fixed except the LPR PM width (w1) was changed to achieve
the highest possible torque capability relative to the baseline design.

(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 2.14: Various designs with the corresponding 2D mesh (a) Dy-NdFeB Design (b) Dyfree NdFeB Design (c) Ferrite Design
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2.5.2 Blended Magnet Designs
This section covers the proposed designs with blended magnets. The fourth design uses
a blend of Dy-NdFeB with ferrite PM, while the fifth design has a blend of Dy-free NdFeB
and ferrite PM. The blending of two PM types will only be done on the LPR since there is
enough space to adopt ferrite PM compared to the HPR that has to be oversized if ferrite is
adopted. The rectangular LPR PM in the first three designs is replaced with three
rectangular PM layers configured in series (that is, the magnets are stacked in the direction
of magnetization, or the north pole of one segment abuts the south pole of another) as
provided in Fig. 2.15. The ferrite layer is sandwiched between two NdFeB layers. The
series configuration enables uniform flux to cross the three layers of PMs which which
results in better utilization of the ferrite magnet. The hybrid magnet FEA models were fully
parameterized to examine the impact of the NdFeB and ferrite PM widths on torque
production.

(a)

(b)
Figure 2.15:Various designs with the corresponding 2D mesh (a) Dy-NdFeB with Ferrite
Design (b) Dy-free NdFeB with Ferrite Design
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2.5.3 Torque Capability and Geometrical Changes
All the design parameters were fixed except the PM width (w1), the change of this
parameter is provided in Table 2.7. The hybrid magnet topologies show a gross reduction
of the rare-earth PM content around 17.5 %, and a rare-earth PM reduction of ~31.5% in
the LPR of the fourth and fifth designs compared to the first and second designs. Moreover,
the reduction in the steel content is advantageous in case of applications that require high
yield strength materials which are typically more expensive compared to regular steel.

This significant reduction of rare-earth materials led to a marginal reduction in the
torque densities at room temperature (20 oC) as shown in Table 2.8. Torques on various
components and gear ratios of the various deigns are summarized in Table 2.8. These
values are in very good agreement with equations (2.16-24). It can be seen from Table 2.8
that the torque densities in the hybrid designs are lower by ~4.5% compared to their
counterparts. On the hand, the specific torques have been increased in the hybrid designs
due to the low volumetric mass density of ferrite. Clearly, the ferrite contribution to the
torque capability in the hybrid designs is improved compared to the Ferrite PM Design that
uses only ferrite.
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Table 2-7: Change in the PM width and masses

Design

LPR PM width
(mm)

LPR PM Mass
(kg)

HPR PM
Mass
(kg)

Lamination
Mass
(kg)

Design
Mass
(kg)

NdFeB

Ferrite

NdFeB

Ferrite

Dy-NdFeB
Design

12.51

--

4.32

--

3.455

17

24.77

Dy-free NdFeB
Design

12.51

--

4.38

--

3.5

17

24.9

Ferrite PM
Design

--

24.05

--

5.34

2.21

12.7

20.25

Dy-NdFeB with
Ferrite Design

8.54

13.54

2.96

3

3.455

13.5

22.91

Dy-free NdFeB
with
Ferrite Design

8.54

13.54

3

3

3.5

13.5

23

Table 2-8: Performance of various designs at room temperature

Design

Torque on components (20 oC).
(N.m)

Torque
Density
(𝐤𝐍. 𝐦/𝐦𝟑 )

Specific
Torque
(𝐍. 𝐦/𝐤𝐠)

LPR
(𝑻𝒑𝟏 )

HPR
(𝑻𝒑𝟐 )

FMP-Ps
(𝑻𝑵𝒔 )

Dy-NdFeB
Design

-848.2

-136.8

985

245

39.7

Dy-free
NdFeB Design

-851.46

-137.33

988.8

245.9

39.7

Ferrite PM
Design

-214.24

-34.55

248.8

61.9

12.3

Dy-NdFeB
with
Ferrite Design

-811.76

-130.93

942.7

234.4

41.1

Dy-free
NdFeB with
Ferrite Design

-814.3

-131.3

945.6

235.2

41.1
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2.5.4 Impact of Magnetic Bridges
The robustness of the mechanical structure is critical especially at high tip speeds
operation. As a consequence, particular attention should be paid to enhance the design
structure and ensure higher reliability. In the case of spoke FM-MG, magnetic bridges
should be added in the HPR and LPR to retain the PMs against the impact of the centrifugal
force as shown in Fig. 2.16. Bridges in the HPR are added to the inner and outer surfaces,
whereas the LPR has only bridges at the outer surface. The drawback of these bridges is a
significant reduction in the torque capability as the bridge thickness increases due to the
shunted magnet flux in those areas. Consequently, sensitivity analysis is performed on HPR
as the bridge thickness is increased from 0 to 1 mm in steps of 0.25 mm to both surfaces
as shown in Fig. 2.17, whereas the LPR does not have any bridge. It is shown that the
torque is significantly decreased by about ~30 % as the bridge thicknesses increased in all
the designs that have Dy- NdFeB or Dy-free NdFeB in the HPR.

Fig. 2.18 represents the same cases, but when the LPR is retained with a bridge of 1.5
mm. It can be shown that the hybrid designs are more sensitive to the LPR bridge. To
explain further, the LPR bridge can be highly saturated with pure NdFeB designs.
Conversely, hybrid designs that have ferrite do not saturate the bridge effectively as the
first two designs which negatively lead to more torque reduction.

For the analysis moving onwards, a bridge of 0.5 mm is added to the HPR since it is
not a rotary component, while the LPR is set with a bridge thickness of 1.5 mm. Detailed
mechanical analysis is still required prior to final deign step.
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High Pole Rotor
Bridges

Low Pole
Rotor Bridge

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.16: Magnetic bridges in the LPR and HPR (a) LPR bridge (b) HPR bridge

Torque vs. HPR Bridge Thickness at (0 mm) LPR Bridge
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Figure 2.17: Reduction of torque as a function of the HPR bridge at (0 mm) LPR bridge
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Torque vs. HPR Bridge Thickness at (1.5 mm) LPR Bridge
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Figure 2.18: Reduction of torque as a function of the HPR bridge at (1.5 mm) LPR bridge

2.5.5 Impact of Temperature on The Designs
The previous analysis has been done at room temperature (20 oC), while in reality the
temperature rises during operation under the impact of the physical environment and load
variation. Higher operating temperatures can negatively affects the performance. On the
other hand, FM-MGs do not have a standard to follow in which a certain temperature can
be selected. Mechanical gearboxes in general operate at temperature near 120oC especially
in the targeted applications where friction between rotational components significantly
affects the operating temperature. Due to the contactless operation in FM-MGs, the
performance of presented designs will be investigated at the rated temperature of 80 oC. It
can be seen from Table 2.9 that the hybrid designs have reduced torque densities (by ~13
%) compared to their counterparts the first and second designs.
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Table 2-9: Performance of various designs at 80 oC

Design

Torque on FMP-Ps
(𝑻𝑵𝒔 )
at 20 oC (N.m)

Torque on FMP-Ps
(𝑻𝑵𝒔 )
at 80 oC (N.m)

Reduction
Percentage
(%)

Dy-NdFeB Design

807.3

706

12.5

Dy-free NdFeB
Design

810.4

735.32

9.2

Ferrite Design

151.8

114

25

Dy-NdFeB with
Ferrite Design

724

618.4

14.6

Dy-free NdFeB with
Ferrite Design

726

640.4

11.8

2.5.6 Airgap Flux Densities and Harmonic Analysis
The inner and outer airgap flux densities waveforms have been obtained using 2D-FEA
software, while the FFT was done in MATLAB after exporting those waveforms. It can be
shown that both airgaps are rich in harmonics.

For the inner airgap, it can be seen in Fig. 2.19 that the dominant harmonic component
(torque producing pole-pairs) is the one with 5 pole-pairs which corresponds to (𝑚 =
1 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑘 = 0). The 5 pole-pairs is reduced in the hybrid designs by about ~ 0.12 Tesla
compered to their counterparts (Dy-NdFeB Design and Dy-free NdFeB Design). Higher
order harmonics when (𝑚 = 3, 5, 7 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑘 = 0) are also present with pole-pairs of (15, 25,
and 35) respectively. Moreover, the harmonic components with (31 and 41) pole-pairs
(𝑚 = 1 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑘 = ±1) appear due to the existence of the FMP-Ps. For the outer airgap, the
torque transducing harmonic component is the one with 31 pole-pairs as shown in Fig.
2.20. It is shown that some harmonics produced by the LPR are present in the outer airgap
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which are the ones with (5 and 15) pole-pairs. Fig. 2.21 demonstrates the flux plot for each
design. It is seen that there is severe 2D end-effect (fringing) at the outer radius of the
model.

The radial air gap flux density in the inner airgap
Dy-Nd Design
Dy-free Nd Design
Ferrite Design
Dy-Nd Hybrid Design
Dy-free Nd Hybrid Design
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(a)

(b)
Figure 2.19: Radial inner airgap flux density and the corresponding harmonic spectra for
various designs
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The radial air gap flux density in the outer airgap
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Dy-free Nd Design
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Dy-Nd Hybrid Design
Dy-free Nd Hybrid Design
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(b)
Figure 2.20: Radial outer airgap flux density and the corresponding harmonic spectra for
various designs
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(a)

(b)

88

(c)

(d)

89

(e)
Figure 2.21: Flux plots for various designs: (a) Dy-NdFeB Design (b) Dy-free NdFeB Design (c)
Ferrite Design (c) Dy-NdFeB with Ferrite Design (d) Dy-free NdFeB with Ferrite Design

2.5.7 Torque Ripple on Rotational Components
FM-MGs can have negligible torque ripple if the gear ratio is properly selected. As
previously explained, a gear ratio with high least common multiple and low cogging torque
factor can effectively mitigate the cogging torque amplitude. In order to capture the torque
ripple, the five designs were simulated over one electrical cycle (1.2 ms at 10000 rpm) with
enough time steps. Then, the torque waveform was obtained and divided by the average
torque value to generate Figs. 2.22-23. It is shown that all the designs exhibit cogging
torque with amplitudes less than (± 1 N.m). The hybrid designs have lower cogging torque
compared to other designs while Ferrite Design has the highest torque ripple amplitude.
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Figure 2.22: Torque ripple on FMP-Ps for various designs
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Figure 2.23: Torque ripple on LPR for various designs
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2.6

Demagnetization Analysis
Magnets is prone to demagnetization in FM-MGs due to the impact of temperatures, as

in any PM machine. The risk of demagnetization was evaluated at the rated temperature
(80 oC for five electrical cycles by using 2D-FEA tool software to highlight the
demagnetized regions over time. The simulation period should be enough to capture
demagnetization. Fig. 2.24 shows the demagnetization results for the considered designs.
The demagnetization indication is when the scale approaches the red region in Fig. 2.24,
whereas healthy PM can be represented by the blue regions. Dy-NdFeB Design suffers
from partial demagnetization in the HPR PM poles as shown in Fig. 2.24 (a). Similarly,
Dy-free NdFeB Design faces the same challenge as shown in Fig. 2.24 (b). This is traced
back to the large demagnetization force applied on the HPR small PMs from the LPR side.
To mitigate such issue, the LPR PM width can be minimized to reduce the demagnetization
force applied on the HPR PMs. Interestingly, hybrid designs may be less prone to this
challenge. Only few locations are close to partial demagnetization which is due to the lower
demagnetization force and flux density produced by the two PM types blended together.
Ferrite Design presents similar case to the hybrid designs. Torque can be significantly
reduced because of the severe demagnetization in the first two designs. However, the used
FEA software does not calculate the torque reduction and assumes healthy PMs unless
recoil curves and data of all the PM types are defined. Therefore, the aforementioned results
for the first two designs do not show any reduction of the torque capability which is
optimistic. It is emphasized that the gear ratio selection is tied to demagnetization at
elevated temperatures due to the large number and small size of PM poles that are easier
to demagnetize. Moreover, this tradeoff with high gear ratios requires iterative gear ratio
selection in parallel with the rated operating temperature. At this preliminary stage of the
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investigation, we can conclude that demagnetization needs to be integrated in the
optimization process

(a)

(b)

93

(c)

(d)

94

(e)

No-Demagnetiziton
Full-Demagnetiziton
Figure 2.24: Demagnetization over five electrical cycles for various designs (a) Dy-NdFeB
Design (b) Dy-free NdFeB Design (c) Ferrite Design (c) Dy-NdFeB with Ferrite Design (d) Dy-free
NdFeB with Ferrite Design

2.7

Losses and Efficiency
Losses in FM-MGs are broken down into three components as shown below:
•

PM eddy current losses

•

Iron losses (lamination Hysteresis and eddy current losses)

•

Mechanical losses (Windage, friction, bearing, and assembly defects losses)

The first two losses can be predicted using 2D-FEA software; however, the mechanical
losses are ignored in this analysis.

Dy-NdFeB Design was simulated over five different speeds in increment of 2000 rpm
for five electrical cycles with and without PM segmentation. It is shown in. Fig. 2.25 that
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the major loss component that significantly affect the efficiency is the PM eddy current
losses. The PM losses increase exponentially as a function the LPR speed and constitutes
a large amount of losses especially with at the low electrical resistivity of sintered NdFeB.
Conversely, iron losses are fairly low due to the use of laminated steel sheet with 0.25 mm
thickness. In the same figure, it was demonstrated that PM losses can be mitigated to a
great extent with segmentation. As a consequence, PM segmentation is crucial to eliminate
the induced eddy current losses within the PM pieces. Practically, PM is segmented in the
axial direction along the Z-axis which requires 3D-FEA analysis. Due to the limitation of
using 3D-FEA software, PM is segmented in both circumferential and radial directions as
shown in Fig 2.26. This segmentation is only done to show that FM-MGs can achieve
higher efficiency if the NdFeB is segmented, while the use of ferrite PM does not require
any segmentation because it has much higher electrical resistivity.

Impact of PM segmentation on Dy-NdFeB Design vs. LPR Speed

10000

Iron losses without segmentation
PM losses without segmentation
Iron losses with segmentation

Losses (Watt)
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Figure 2.25: Impact of PM segmentation on Dy-NdFeB Design as a function of LPR Speed
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.26: HPR and LPR PM segmentation (a) segmentation of NdFeB (b) segmentation of
hybrid PM designs

The other designs were simulated under the same conditions when the NdFeB PMs are
radially and circumferentially segmented as shown in Fig. 2.26. Various designs
efficiencies and mechanical power output are shown in Fig. 2.27, while the loss
components are shown in Fig. 2.28. It is shown that all the designs achieve high efficiency
in excess of 94 % at the top speed. It is also seen that the hybrid designs transfer comparable
mechanical power output to designs that have NdFeB-only. Designs that have Dy-free
NdFeB transfer higher torques than designs that have Dy-NdFeB. This is because the Dyfree NdFeB remanence and coercivity are higher at the operating temperature.
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Output Power vs. LPR Speed
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Figure 2.27: Mechanical power output and efficiencies for various designs
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PM losses for various designs vs. LPR Speed
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Iron losses for various designs vs. LPR Speed
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Figure 2.28: Losses components (a) PM losses (b) Iron losses
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2.8

Cost Analysis and Conclusions
It was shown in the foregoing analysis that the hybrid designs are highly competitive

compered to NdFeB-only configurations. The hybrid designs exhibit much reduced risk of
demagnetization, high efficiency, reduced rare-earth content, reduced steel content, and
comparable torque densities. Results presented in Table 2-10 are obtained at 80 oC which
do not take into account the reduction of the torque capability due to demagnetization in
the first two designs as previously discussed. This indicates that the torque can be
significantly reduced in pure NdFeB designs. Moreover, hybrid designs demonstrate
encouraging reduction in cost by about ~13% and sustainable elimination of rare-earth
materials. In order to check the utilization efficiency of the NdFeB, the torque capability
of each design is divided by the NdFeB mass. It is shown in Table 2.10 that hybrid designs
have higher utilization efficiency of NdFeB. It is concluded that the hybrid designs have
several advantages over their counterparts.

Table 2-10: Torque capabilities and cost analysis
Torque on
FMP-Ps
(N.m)

Torque
Density
(𝐤𝐍. 𝐦/𝐦𝟑 )

Specific
Torque
(𝐍. 𝐦/𝐤𝐠)

Cost

Dy-NdFeB
Design

706

175.56

28.5

Dy-free
NdFeB Design

735.32

182.8

Ferrite PM
Design

114

Dy-NdFeB
with
Ferrite Design
Dy-free
NdFeB with
Ferrite Design

Design

Nd PM
utilization
efficiency
N.m/kg

Dollar
per
Torque
($/N.m)

811.5

90.8

1.15

29.53

506.8

93.31

0.689

28.35

5.63

100.9

--

0.885

618.4

153.8

27

698.5

96.4

1.13

640.4

159.2

27.84

447

98.52

0.698

($)
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3.1

PARTITIONED-STATOR PERMANENT MAGNET FLUX SWITCHING
MACHINES WITH REDUCED RARE-EARTH CONTENT
Introduction and Technical Specifications
In this section, a brief introduction on PS-FSMs will be presented as well as the

specification of proposed configurations
3.1.1 Introduction
PS machines are newly developed machines based on the dual-airgap MGMs and stator
PM machines. These machines have one rotor sandwiched between two separate stators.
The outer stator is equipped with windings as a LPR, while the inner stator has the PM
poles or wound field excitation as a HPR. The rotor (FMP-Ps) in this case is sandwiched
between the two stators. This is unlike the stator PM machines which have both the PM
poles and windings sharing the same stator. Fig. 3.1 shows stator PM machines including
the three main topologies (PM Flux Switching Machines (PMFSMs), Flux Reversal
Machines (FRMs), and Wound Field Flux Switching Machines (WFFSMs)) as well as their
counterparts with the separated stators (PS Machines). It is obvious that stator PM
machines have a space constraint in the stator which limits the boosting of magnetic and
electric loadings. Since the rotor space is not fully utilized, PM poles or the wound field
excitation can be moved to the inner space to create an inner stator. As a result, PS
machines enable boosting magnetic and electric loadings with an improved efficiency and
higher torque density per copper losses [43]. Diverse configurations of the inner stator in
PS machines are realized in [54], such as ‘V’ shape interior PM, whereas the outer stator
can be equipped with either distributed windings or fractional slot concentrated windings
(FSCW) [55]. The PS machines principle of operation and investigation of their
performance was presented in [56]. PS-FSMs have the highest torque density among other
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PS machines with potential operation with constant power over the entire speed range [56].
These advantages can be a key enabler to a new era of traction application motors where
high torque density machines as well as excellent Flux Weakening (FW) capability are
needed. Therefore, the focus in this chapter will be on PS-FSM as shown in Fig. 3.1 (b).

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 3.1: PS Machines: (a) conventional FRM, (b) PS-FRM, (c) conventional FSM, (d) PS-FSM, (e)
conventional WFM, (f) PS-WFM [43]
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Despite the advantages that PS-FSMs offer, there are other challenges that have to be
considered. One of these challenges is the high PM quantities utilized to develop high
torque per unit volume machines. However, the current trend in advanced electrical
machines is to reduce the rare-earth content while maintaining competitive electromagnetic
performance. Therefore, this chapter will present novel configurations with blended PM
types (ferrite with either Dy-NdFeB or Dy-free NdFeB) that can be suitable for traction
application. The proposed designs will try to meet the U.S. Department of Energy
specification of the FreedomCar 2020.

3.1.2 FreedomCar 2020 Specifications
The presented designs are targeting the U.S. Department of Energy FreedomCar 2020
specifications. The set of specification are listed in Table 3.1 and shown in Fig 3.2. The
goal/challenge of these specifications is to reduce the overall cost and reduce/eliminate the
use of rare-earth PM materials.

(a)
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(b)
Figure 3.2: FreedomCar 2020 (a) design requirements (b) efficiency requirements

Table 3-1: FreedomCar 2020 machine specification

Requirement

Target

Minimum top speed

14,000 rpm

Peak output power

55 kW for 18 sec

Continuous output power

30 kW

Weight

≤ 35 kg

Operating DC bus voltage

200~450 V
325V nominal

Maximum Phase Current

400 Arms

Torque pulsation

< 5% peak torque

Condition
at 20% speed
nominal voltage

and

at 20~100% speed and
nominal voltage
at 140 oC

at any speed
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3.2

Motivations

Several motivations led to proposing this novel topology for traction application listed
as follows:

•

Creating enough space to increase electric and magnetic loadings:

As previously mentioned, PS-FSMs have an advantage in terms of space in comparison
to its conventional counterpart. This is because the conventional FSMs have both the stator
windings and PMs competing for space in the same stator which penalizes the machine
torque density. In other words, the magnetic and electric loadings are limited by space and
teeth magnetic saturation. On the other hand, the separation of the PMs and windings in
PS-FSMs enhances efficiency and torque density.

•

Comparable electromagnetic performance to Interior PM machines:

Interior PM machines are dominating the hybrid and electric vehicles market. The
proposed designs are sized based on the same dimensions for an interior PM machine
designed for the same purpose and specifications [79]. One motivation is to reach similar
performance, but with blended magnet types, thus lowering overall machine cost.

•

Standard three-phase inverter (non-customizable inverter):

Feeding PS-FSMs with standard three-phase inverters is beneficial to avoid power
converter customization. The ultimate effect of this is to enable the proposed topologies
for mass production with less concerns.
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3.3

Challenges

Generally, MGMs face two major challenges correlated with their principle of operation
as discussed below:

•

Dual-airgap design:

Although MGMs offer high torque density, the gearing effect essentially requires a
dual-airgap design to modulate the MMF produced by each MMF source. Moreover, steel
segments (FMP-Ps) are sandwiched in between the two-airgaps which poses a significant
challenge in terms of increasing the effective airgap and thereby the PM volume. This
challenge can be addressed by introducing designs utilizing NdFeB-only as well as blended
PM designs to minimize the rare-earth content while maintaining comparable
electromagnetic performance.

FMP-Ps with segmented structure present challenges in terms of assuring the durability
of the mechanical structure especially for those that are required to spin at 14000 rpm. This
mechanical challenge will not be addressed in this thesis since it requires detailed
mechanical analysis as well as iterative process to improve the structure. However, future
work will present intensive mechanical analysis of the rotor structure to prepare this kind
of machines for traction application.

•

FMP-Ps with high pole-pairs count:

FMP-Ps number is the sum or difference of the inner and outer stators pole-pairs. As
previously shown, each FMP-P is counted to be one pole-pair which poses significant
challenge on the considered topology here with 10 pole-pairs and required to spin at 14000
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rpm. As a consequence, the machine fundamental frequency at 14000 rpm is 2.33 kHz
which significantly increases the machine losses and presents challenges in terms of the
power converter control strategy.

Machine losses are broken down into three main categories: copper losses (AC winding
losses and DC winding losses), core losses, and PM eddy current losses. To explain further,
operating at a fundamental frequency of 2.33 kHz significantly increases AC winding
losses to large extent where special attention during the design process is required. It is
recommended in this case to use stranded conductors in order to minimize the impact of
proximity and skin effect losses on the motor performance (Litz wire might be needed).

Moreover, core losses can apply a significant challenge in terms of increasing the
losses as a function of the motor speed. Electrical steel with thin lamination thickness can
be utilized to mitigate this kind of losses. The induced eddy current losses in PM poles can
represent a big portion of machine losses unless PMs are segmented. In some extreme
cases, there is a need to segment PMs in two directions.

To tackle for the foregoing challenges with the machine losses, AC winding
resistance is assumed to be 1.4 times the DC winding resistance. The accurate approach to
estimate the AC losses is by detailed modeling of the winding/conductor configuration in
an FEA model. Also, the use (M-19 29 Gauge) with lamination thickness of 0.35 mm is
positively impactful on the proposed designs efficiency. In terms of the PM losses, the
proper way of segmenting PMs is in the axial direction. However, this requires 3D-FEA
evaluation; therefore, PMs are segmented radially and circumferentially. These issues were
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addressed and analyzed for conventional FSM (designed for FreedomCar 2020) to a great
extent in [66], it was shown that these challenges can be overcome in the conventional
FSM with an efficiency of 91% at 10,000 rpm.

3.4

Proposed Designs Considerations
In this section, the materials selection, and optimum slot/pole-pairs configurations are

presented.

3.4.1 Materials Selection for The Proposed Designs
In order to enable electrified systems in the transportation sector, high power density
electrical machines with low cost are needed. One impactful methodology is to reduce the
content of heavy rare-earth PM materials. While high power density machines are equipped
with high energy product rare-earth PM elements (Dy-NdFeB) like the state of art [80],
their price volatilities are a major concern. The Dy element is a heavy rare-earth element
and the rarest and most expensive element in the Dy-NdFeB PMs. It is the key enabler to
achieve high coercivity at elevated temperatures. However, Dy-free NdFeB PMs can be
utilized as an alternative option. Dy-free NdFeB can be categorized into two types as
follows: 1) high remanence and lower coercivity (sintered) and 2) low remanence and
higher coercivity (hot-pressed). The first type runs the risk of demagnetization especially
under full load and elevated temperatures. On the other hand, the high remanence enables
high power-density. This trend is reversed with the second type where the demagnetization
is risk is lower, but the lower remanence can penalize the power density. Therefore, the
second type will be used to reduce the demagnetization risk at rated temperature (at 140
o

C) and full load. ferrite PM is a second candidate to provide sustainable cost reduction;
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however, ferrite runs at the risk of demagnetization at low temperatures (at -40 oC). The
ferrite PM used in the coming analysis has relatively high coercivity (𝑯𝒄 ), which helps
minimizes the risk of demagnetization. Therefore, the foregoing challenges with PM
materials can be mitigated by blending ferrite PM with either Dy-NdFeB or Dy-free NdFeB
to help significantly reduce the cost.

Four designs using three different commercially available PM materials are considered:
1) Dy-NdFeB Design
2) Dy-free NdFeB Design.
3) Dy-NdFeB and Ferrite Design.
4) Dy-free NdFeB and Ferrite Design.

The target is to introduce a PS-FSMs with reduced rare-earth content by blending ferrite
with both Dy-NdFeB and Dy-free NdFeB with comparable performance to the first two
designs. PM properties are given in Fig. 3.3 and Table 3.2 at the rated temperature (140
o

C). In terms of the electrical steel (M-19 29 Gauge) with lamination thickness of 0.35 mm

is used for the four designs. The assumed materials prices are summarized in Table 3.3.
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Dy-NdFeB at 140 C
Dy-free NdFeB at 140 C
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Figure 3.3: Demagnetization curve of various PM materials

Table 3-2: Magnetic properties for various PM types
Magnet
Remanence
(𝑩𝒓 )-Tesla

Coercivity
(𝑯𝒄 )kAmp/m

Demagnetization
(𝑩𝒅𝒆𝒎𝒂𝒈 )-Tesla

Electrical
Resistivity
𝛀. 𝒎

140 oC

1.065

-782

-0.74

1.5 ∗ 10˜Ë

140 oC

0.7

-400

-0.23

1.6 ∗ 10˜Ë

-40 oC

0.48

-365

-0.21

0.32

-250

-0.282

PM commercial name

Dy-NdFeB
Vacuumschelze
VACODYM 890TP
Dy-free NdFeB
Hot-pressed
Magenquench
MQ2-14-150
Ferrite
Hitachi
NMF-12K

o

140 C

1
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Table 3-3: Material prices and volumetric mass density

Material commercial name

Price assumption
($/kg)

Volumetric mass density
(𝑘𝑔/𝑚S )

M-19 29 Gauge
(10 mils or 0.25 mm thickness)

2

7650

Vacuumschelze
VACODYM 890TP

120

7700

Magenquench
MQ2-14-150

30

7620

Hitachi
NMF-12K

10

4800

100% IACS Copper

3

8940

3.4.2 Choice of Slot/Pole-pairs Combinations
PS-FSMs have an identical principle of operation to the conventional FSMs; therefore,
various feasible slot/pole combinations for conventional FSMs presented in [62-64] can be
considered. It was shown that conventional FSMs can be equipped with both distributed
windings or FSCW [55]. 12 slots/10 pole-pairs is the most popular configuration for this
kind of machines. However, other slot/pole combinations with the same number of slots
(12 slots) can be realized. The rotor (FMP-Ps) with 10,11,13,14 pole-pairs with either
single or double layer FSCW are shown in Fig. 3.4. The windings can be configured by
using the slot star method explained in [81]. These combinations are comparable in terms
of exhibiting symmetrical back EMF at the phase level, balanced magnetic force, and
fundamental operating frequency.

Machines with odd rotor pole-pairs (11 and 13) are avoided since they tend to have
unbalanced magnetic force that causes additional forces on the machine bearings. For this
reason, odd FMP-Ps (11 and 13) will not be considered in this analysis. On the other hand,
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the torque ripple is not significant in the odd pole-pairs rotor due to the high LCM of
(2 ∗ 𝑝; , 𝑁1 ). Even pole-pairs (10 and 14) rotors show the exact opposite trade-off.

Interestingly, configurations with even pole-pairs (10 and 14 FMP-Ps) have an even
harmonic in the induced EMF per each coil. For example, Fig. 3.5 shows the induced EMF
for the four coils in the shown configuration in Fig. 3.4 (g) (12 slots 14 FMP-Ps with double
layer FSCW). It can be seen that the positive and negative half cycles in two coils are not
symmetrical to the other two coils. That is because there are coils on the same magnetic
axes in the machine structure which are equal in the voltage magnitudes and have the same
effect of the even harmonic. To clarify, in Fig. 3.4 (g), coil 1 and 3 in Phase A are on the
same magnetic axis, while there are coils on the orthogonal axis that have the reversed
effect of the even harmonic, namely, coil 2 and 4 as shown in Fig. 3.5.

In the double layer configurations, the even harmonic can be filtered out with a proper
connection. Fig. 3.6 shows three ways to connect the even pole-pairs (12 slots/14 polepairs) configurations. It is seen that two connections can filter out the even hormonic
completely, namely, series and parallel connections, Fig. 3.6 (a and b). However, the
connection shown in Fig 3.6 (c), filters out the fundamental harmonic (torque producing
harmonic) and keeps the even harmonic.

In terms of the single layer even pole-pairs, there are two coils on the same magnetic
axis belonging to the same phase. For that reason, the even harmonic shows up at the phase
level. Fig. 3.7 demonstrates the back EMF at the phase level when all the coils are
connected in series for even pole-pairs double or single layers FSCW. In terms of the
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machine operating frequency, the 10 pole-pairs rotor has the lowest fundamental
frequency; as a result, 12 slots/ 10 pole-pairs with FSCW double layer are used in the
coming analysis since it provides a fair compromise of all the various challenges. The inner
stator is arranged with circumferentially magnetized PMs to take advantage of the flux
focusing effect, while other inner stator designs are realized in [54].
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Figure 3.4: Various slot/pole-pairs combinations (a) 12/10 double layer (b) 12/10 single layer
(c) 12/11 double layer (d) 12/11 single layer € 12/13 double layer (f) 12/13 single layer (g) 12/14 double
layer (h) 12/14 single layer
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Figure 3.5: Coils induced voltages in12 slots/ 14 pole-pairs double layer configuration
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Figure 3.6: Phase Back EMF for various ways to connect 12 slots/ 14 pole-pairs PS-FSMs (a)
series connection (b) parallel connection (c) reversed series connection
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3.5

Designs Under Consideration
This section will cover:
•

The baseline design dimensions

•

Non-blended magnet designs

•

Blended magnet designs

•

Discussion on the change in dimensions

•

The concept of using (T-shape) PMs in the blended magnet designs.

3.5.1 Baseline Design
This section introduces the baseline design dimensions and parameters through the key
parametric model shown in Fig. 3.8. The shown model was sized based on an Interior PM
machine designed to meet the FreedomCar 2020 specifications presented in [79].
Moreover, the baseline design was fully parametrized to optimize all the design parameters
to meet the specifications shown in Table. 3.1. The key design parameters are given in
Table 3.4.

The outer FMP-Ps radius is given by equation (3.1):

𝑅S = 𝑅; + 𝑔 + 𝑥7

[mm] (3.1)

The outer radius of the outer stator is given by equation (3.2):

𝑅² = 𝑅; + 2 ∗ 𝑔 + 𝑥7 + 𝜏ℎ1 + 𝜏ℎ2 + 𝜏𝑏1

[mm]

(3.2)
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Figure 3.8: Baseline design key parametric model

Table 3-4: Baseline design parameters

Parameter

Value

Unit

LPR or Inner Stator Inner Radius, (R1)

44

(mm)

LPR or Inner Stator Outer Radius, (R2)

88

(mm)

Airgap Thickness, (a)

0.73

(mm)

Inner FMP-Ps Angular Span, (𝜸1)

9

(deg)

FMP-Ps Radial Thickness, (x1)

11

(mm)

Outer FMP-Ps Angular Span, (β1)

9

(deg)

Outer Radius of FMP-Ps, (R3)

100.5

(mm)

Tooth Tip Height, (𝝉𝒉𝟏)

2

(mm)

Tooth Height, (𝝉𝒉𝟐)

24

(mm)

Back Iron Radial Thickness, (𝝉𝒃𝟏)

11

(mm)

Outer Radius of model, (R4)

141

(mm)

Inner Tooth Angular Span, (𝝉𝒂𝟏)

24

(deg)

Tooth Width, (𝝉𝒂𝟐)

18.8

(mm)

Axial Length, (L)

80

(mm)

Inner Stator PM Width, (w1)

10.3

(mm)
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3.5.2 Non-blended Magnet Conventional Designs
The baseline design uses Dy-NdFeB and is shown in Fig 3.9 (a). The second design
shown in Fig. 3.9 (b) was developed by using Dy-free NdFeB and attempted to have the
same torque capability as the baseline design. The main parameter change in the second
design is the PM width and the machine axial stack length.

(a)

(b)
Figure 3.9: Non-blended magnet designs (a) Dy-NdFeB Design (b) Dy-free NdFeB Design
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3.5.3 Blended Magnet Designs
In this section, a newly developed PM shape is introduced to sustain comparative
electromagnetic performances to the non-blended magnet designs. The merit of using the
(T-shape) will be discussed in section 3.5.5. The third design is demonstrated in Fig. 3.10
(a) with ferrite and Dy-NdFeB, while the fourth design has a blend of ferrite and Dy-free
NdFeB as shown in Fig. 3.10 (b). The ferrite is shown in a light blue color, while the (Tshape) is the NdFeB PM content.

(a)

(b)
Figure 3.10: Blended magnet designs (a) Dy-NdFeB with Ferrite Design (b) Dy-free NdFeB
with Ferrite Design
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3.5.4 Discussion on The Change in Dimensions and Designs Specifications
Four designs have been introduced in sections 3.5.2 and 3.5.3. The key parametric
changes and active material masses are summarized in Table 3.5, while the main designs
specifications are listed in Table 3.6. The proposed designs were all optimized at the rated
temperature (140 oC) to have similar characteristic currents (short-circuit current), equal
flux linkage values, and resistance against demagnetization at (140 and -40 oC) through a
parametric model. The key criteria of the optimization is to make the characteristic current
equal to the rated current. The significance of this condition is to enable driving the
machine with constant power over the entire speed range during the FW operation, which
is typical in the case of traction application motors. The optimization condition is given in
equations (3.4).

𝐼kY =

âDC
×ã

𝐼&)%"W = 𝐼1$

[Arms] (3.3)
[Arms] (3.4)

where 𝐼kY , 𝜆JK , and 𝐿W is the short circuit current, PM flux linkage and the direct-axis
inductance, respectively. Generally speaking, this is accomplished by varying either the
PM width (w1) within the available space or the outer radius of the inner stator (R2). It is
preferred to increase the PM width unless there is a space limitation as shown in the blended
Dy-free NdFeB with Ferrite Design. In this case, the outer radius of the inner stator has to
grow radially to maintain the stated condition. It should be noted that the characteristic
current is independent of the machine stack length; as a result, the goal of increasing the
stack length is to result in similar back EMF waveforms and thereby torque and power as
shown in Dy-free NdFeB and Dy-NdFeB with Ferrite designs.
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The reduction of the rare-earth content in Dy-NdFeB with Ferrite design compared to
Dy-NdFeB is about ~12.5%, while Dy-free NdFeB with Ferrite design reduces rare-earth
content by ~44% compared to Dy-NdFeB. The use of the second type of Dy-free with low
remanence and high coercivity requires more space to improve the magnetic loading in the
Dy-free NdFeB and Dy-free NdFeB with Ferrite designs. However, it should be noted that
these two designs successfully avoided the demagnetization risk as will be discussed later,
which is inevitably challenging for the first Dy-free type with high remanence and low
coercivity.

Table 3-5: Geometrical changes in various designs

Design Name

DyNdFeB
Design

Dy-free
NdFeB
Design
44

Dy-NdFeB
with
Ferrite
Design
44

Dy-free
NdFeB with
Ferrite
Design
50

Inner radius of inner stator
(mm)
Outer radius of inner stator
(mm)
FMP-Ps thickness
(mm)
Inner radius of outer stator
(mm)
Outer radius of outer stator
(mm)
Stack length
(mm)
PM masses
NdFeB
(kg)
Ferrite
Lamination mass
(kg)
Copper mass
(kg)
Overall active machine mass
(kg)
Machine volume
(Liter)

44
88

88

88

111

11

11

11

11

100.5

100.5

100.5

123.5

141

141

141

164

80

90

88

80

3.2
0
18.5

7
0
17.3

2.8
3.2
15.9

4.63
4.14
22.3

5

5.6

5.5

5

26.7

29.9

27.4

36

5

5.62

5.5

6.75
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Table 3-6: Considered designs main specifications

Parameter

Symbol

Value

Unit

Number of turns in series per phase

𝐍𝒑𝒉𝒂𝒔𝒆

20

-

Number of turns in series per coil

𝐍𝒄𝒐𝒊𝒍

5

-

Rated RMS current

𝑰𝒓𝒂𝒕𝒆𝒅

200

Arms

Maximum RMS phase current

𝑰𝒎𝒂𝒙

400

Arms

Rated RMS current density

𝑱𝒓𝒂𝒕𝒆𝒅

4.5

𝐀𝐫𝐦𝐬/𝐦𝐦𝟐

Base speed

𝑵𝒐

2800

rpm

Maximum speed

𝑵𝒎𝒂𝒙

14000

rpm

FMP-Ps Pole-pairs

𝑵𝒔

10

-

Inner stator Pole-pairs

𝒑𝟐

6

-

Outer stator (winding) Pole-pairs

𝒑𝟏

4

-

Rated Simulation Temperature

𝑻𝒆𝒎𝒑

140

o

C

3.5.5 Diverse Blended Configurations
Other hybrid magnet designs can be presented to emphasize the advantage of
implementing T-Shape. Different hybrid magnet configurations (parallel vs. series) have
been analyzed using the same split ratio between Dy-NdFeB and ferrite listed in Table 3.5.
In Fig. 3.11, various magnet arrangements are shown. It can be seen that in the case of the
parallel hybrid PM design, Fig 3.11 (a), the ferrite has much lower operating point than the
Dy-NdFeB. Thus, the flux passes only through the Dy-NdFeB and does not interact with
ferrite as will be shown in the open circuit flux plots. The advantage of this configuration
is a better resistance against demagnetization. On the other hand, the series combination
(Fig 3.11 (b)) shows uniform flux distribution which is a good indication of effectively
utilizing the ferrite PM. However, the demerit is ferrite PM is exposed to the airgap and
might face the risk of demagnetization. Based on the synthesis of series and parallel
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combinations, the (T-shape) is introduced in Fig 3.11 (c). The Dy-NdFeB top layer in the
T-shape shields the PM from demagnetization, whilst the sandwiched layer between ferrite
PM helps strengthen the flux and utilize the remanence of ferrite PM effectively. Also, the
(T-shape) design is less sensitive to the bridge thickness since the top layer of Dy-NdFeB
in this case can saturate the magnetic bridges in the inner stator.

It is concluded that the (T-shape) combines several advantages and can survive the
demagnetization risk even under harsh operating conditions as will be presented later.

(a)

(b)
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(c)
Figure 3.11: Different hybrid magnet shapes with their corresponding open-circuit flux plots: (a)
Parallel shape hybrid PM (b) Series shape hybrid PM (c) T-shape hybrid PM.

3.6

Investigation of Electromagnetic Performance

In this section, the electromagnetic performance of the hybrid designs (Dy-NdFeB with
Ferrite Design and Dy-free NdFeB with Ferrite Design) is compared with that of their
counterparts (Dy-NdFeB Design and Dy-free NdFeB Design). The results are obtained
using 2D-FEA software at 140 oC. Back-EMF waveforms, and rated and peak torque
waveforms for the various designs will be presented.

3.6.1 Back EMF
The no-load voltage (Back EMF) was obtained by simulating all the designs at the base
speed (𝑁' =2800 rpm). The rms phase back EMF expression is given in equation (3.5-7).

𝐸𝑀𝐹8L)1" =

;•
√;

∗ 𝑓()$L,+" ∗ 𝜆7

[Volt]

(3.5)
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𝐸𝑀𝐹8L)1" =

𝐸𝑀𝐹8L)1" =

;•
√;

;•

∗ 𝑓()$L,+" ∗ ϕ7 ∗ N8L)1" ∗ 𝑘u:

[Volt]

(3.6)

∗ 𝑓()$L,+" ∗ 𝐵7 ∗ 𝑃𝑜𝑙𝑒 𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎 ∗ N8L)1" ∗ 𝑘u: [Volt]

(3.7)

√;

where 𝑓()$L,+" , 𝜆7 , ϕ7 , N8L)1" , 𝑘u: , 𝐵7 , 𝑃𝑜𝑙𝑒 𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎 are machine fundamental operating
frequency in [Hz], fundamental flux linkage [Weber. turns], fundamental flux [Weber],
phase number of turns in series [turns], fundamental winding factor, fundamental airgap
flux density in [Tesla], and pole area in [m2], respectively.

It is seen from Fig. 3.12 that all the designs have approximately the same back EMF
waveform in terms of the peak value as well as the shape. The waveforms are not purely
sinusoidal due to the existence of higher order harmonics. This indicates that all designs
have similar flux linkage values since the back EMF equation is merely the multiplication
of the electrical angular velocity (2𝜋 ∗ 𝑓()$L,+" ) by the fundamental phase flux linkage
(𝜆7 ). The phase flux linkage waveform for Dy-NdFeB Design is provided in Fig. 3.13. Fig.
3.14 shows the open-circuit flux plots for the considered designs.
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Figure 3.12: Line-to line Back EMF waveforms for the four designs at the base speed 2800
rpm
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Figure 3.13: Open-circuit flux linkage for Dy-NdFeB Design at the base speed 2800 rpm
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(a)

(b)

(c)
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(d)
Figure 3.14: The open-circuit flux plots for various designs (a) Dy-NdFeB Design (b) Dy-free NdFeB
Design (c) Dy-NdFeB with Ferrite Design (d) Dy-free NdFeB with Ferrite Design

3.6.2 Rated Torque
All four designs were simulated at (2800 rpm- 200 Arms) to achieve the Maximum
Torque Per Ampere (MTPA). To clarify, Dy-NdFeB Design was simulated to scan the
operating points and the corresponding flux linkages values. It was found that the optimum
operating point is at a current angle of 𝛾 = 2.5 degrees. This is in line with the general
knowledge that the reluctance torque in this kind of machines is negligible. By
transforming the flux linkages in the ABC reference frame to the dq0 synchronous
reference frame using Park’s Transformation as provided in equation (3.8), one can
calculate the developed electromagnetic torque using equation (3.10). The current
expressions in the dq-plane are provided in equation (3.11-12). The ABC and dq0 reference
frames are shown in Fig. 3.15. The flux linkages in both frames after applying Park’s
Transformation are provided in Fig. 3.16 and Table. 3.7.
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Figure 3.15: The projection of the dq0 reference frame on the ABC reference frame
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(3.8)

;

[electrical. degrees]

(3.9)

where 𝜆, 𝜃, 𝜃,+,%,)# , 𝜔" , and 𝑡 is the flux linkage in the ABC and dq0 reference frames, the
updated angle in each time step between d-axis and reference axis in the ABC frame, the
initial angle that displaces d-axis from reference axis in the ABC reference frame, electrical
angular velocity, and time, respectively. Now, one can write the FMP-Ps electromagnetic
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torque (𝑇34 ) expression in terms of the dq flux linkages as provided below in equation
(3.10).
S

𝑇34 = ; 𝑁1 (𝜆W 8")F 𝑖[ 8")F − 𝜆[ 8")F 𝑖W 8")F )

[N.m]

(3.10)

where 𝑖[ and 𝑖W are the peak currents in the dq-plane and given by equation (3.11-12)

𝑖[ 8")F = √2 𝐼&)%"W cos (𝛾)

[Amp]

(3.11)

𝑖W 8")F = √2 𝐼&)%"W sin (𝛾)

[Amp]

(3.12)
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Figure 3.16: Waveforms of the optimal operating flux linkages in ABC and dq0 reference
frames for Dy-NdFeB Design
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Table 3-7: Optimal operating flux linkages values in dq0 reference frames for Dy-NdFeB

Design

Parameter

Symbol

Value

Unit

d-axis peak flux linkage

𝜆W 8")F

0.0337

Weber.turns

q-axis peak flux linkage

𝜆[ 8")F

0.0064

Weber.turns

d-axis peak current

𝐼W 8")F

12.33

Amp

q-axis peak current

𝐼[ 8")F

282.6

Amp

Advanced current angle

𝛾

2.5

Degree

Machine frequency

𝑓()$L,+"

466.66

Hz

Time

𝑡

2.143

mSec

Electrical Angular Velocity

𝜔"

2933

rad/sec

Average Developed electromagnetic

𝑇"(

118.3

N.m

torque

The developed electromagnetic torque for the considered designs is shown in Fig. 3.17.
It can be seen that all the designs have similar average torque at the base speed and rated
current. Moreover, the feasibility of blending diverse magnet types in the hybrid designs
in terms of the torque capability is demonstrated.

The torque ripple in the considered configuration 12 slots/ 10 pole-pairs is significant
due to the low LCM between the PM poles and FMP-Ps number (2 ∗ 𝑝; , 𝑁1 ). However, by
implementing various torque-ripple reduction techniques, the torque ripple can be
minimized. none of the designs met the torque ripple requirement (below 5% at each speed)
in Table 3.1.
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Figure 3.17: Torque at rated current and base speed (2800 rpm)

3.6.3 Peak Torque
Based on the specification listed in Table 3.1, the four designs have to achieve the peak
power condition (55 kW for 18 seconds) at the base speed and peak rms phase current
(2800 rpm- 400 Arms). In order to accomplish this condition, the current density has to be
feasible from a thermal point of view to avoid overheating the windings. Therefore, this
condition was achieved for all the designs with manageable current density of (9
Arms/mm; ), which indicates that all designs potentially can produce more power
assuming the PMs will not demagnetize (see next section). Fig. 3.18 demonstrates the peak
torque condition for the four designs. All designs produce an approximate average torque
of ~200 N.m at the base speed (2800 rpm), which corresponds to ~58 kWatt. It is shown
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that Dy-NdFB with Ferrite Design has slightly higher torque in comparison to Dy-NdFeB
Design. On the other hand, the Dy-free NdFB with Ferrite Design has similar torque
capability to its counterpart.
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Figure 3.18: Torque at maximum phase current and base speed (2800 rpm- 400 Arms)

3.7

Demagnetization Analysis

Magnets are prone to demagnetization under the impact of both temperature and stator
current especially under FW operation. Consequently, designers of PM machines should
be cautious during the design stage to avoid the PM risk of demagnetization. The three
types of PMs used in this analysis have a knee point in the third quadrant which is
advantageous to reduce this risk. In order to analyze the PM demagnetization, 2D-FEA
software is used which can highlight the demagnetized regions in the PM. The used
simulation condition was applying twice the rated current along the negative d-axis at the
140 oC for two electrical cycles. In the designs that have ferrite, it is important to
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additionally evaluate the demagnetization at –40 oC since ferrite PM is prone to
demagnetize at lower temperatures due to the positive coercivity thermal coefficient. The
chosen condition represents the worst-case scenarios representing the transient current
under symmetrical three-phase short circuit. In Fig. 3.19, it is demonstrated that the PM is
healthy when the scale is in blue color, while the red color represents the full
demagnetization. It is shown that Dy-NdFeB Design has no signs of demagnetization. On
the other hand, the other three design show partial demagnetized regions at the inner and
outer inner stator radius which is typical in this case. It is concluded that the proposed
design can operate safely under the required specifications. Additionally, the merit of using
T-shape is realized by showing no demagnetization signs in the hybrid designs.

(a)
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(b)

(c)

(d)
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(e)

(f)

No-Demagnetiziton

Full-Demagnetiziton

Figure 3.19: Risk of demagnetization for various designs: (a) Dy-NdFeB Design at (140 oC) (b)
Dy-free NdFeB Design at (140 oC) (c) Dy-NdFeB with Ferrite Design at (-40 oC) (d) Dy-NdFeB with
Ferrite Design at (140 oC) (e) Dy-free NdFeB with Ferrite Design at (-40 oC) (f) Dy-free NdFeB with
Ferrite Design at (140 oC)
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3.8

Comparison of Flux-Weakening Capabilities
Part of the specification listed in Table 3.1 and shown in Fig 3.2 is to deliver a

continuous output power of 30 kW from the base speed (2800 rpm) up to the maximum
speed (14000 rpm). In order to accomplish this condition, the machine should be optimized
to have an optimal FW operation. In this section, optimal FW for the proposed design will
be investigated.

3.8.1 Short-circuit Current
In order to achieve optimal FW capability, the designs should fulfill the condition
explained in [82]. The optimal FW is defined by having constant power over the whole
speed range without oversizing the machine or power converter. The condition states that
the short circuit/characteristic current should be equal to the machine rated current. The
short circuit current is given in equation (3.13), while the required condition to achieve
optimal FW is given in equation (3.14).

𝐼1$ =

âDC
×ã

𝐼&)%"W = 𝐼1$

[Arms] (3.13)
[Arms] (3.14)

where 𝐼kY , 𝜆JK , and 𝐿W is the short circuit current, PM flux linkage and the direct-axis
inductance, respectively. All four design were optimized to meet the condition in (3.14) to
ensure constant power over the entire speed range. The condition in equation (3.14) is also
required for achieving fault tolerance in electrical machines. Fig. 3.20 shows the shortcircuit current waveforms for Dy-NdFeB Design, while the same current waveform is
obtained for the other three designs. As can be seen from Fig. 3.20, the short-circuit current
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peak-to-peak is approximately 564 Amps which translates to ~200 Arms, that is equal to
the machine rated current (𝐼&)%"W ) of 200 Arms. It should be noted that end-effect stator
leakage is not taken into account in this analysis.
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Figure 3.20: Current under symmetrical short-circuit fault

3.8.2 Constant Power Over The Entire Speed Range
In this section, the torque/power speed curves for the considered designs will be
presented. Since all four designs satisfy the condition in equation (3.14), the Dy-NdFeB
Design was simulated at the base speed and rated current to obtain MTPA. The peak phase
terminal voltage corresponding to that operating point was calculated using equation (3.15)
and equal to approximately 100 V. As a result, the same peak phase terminal voltage was
used as a voltage limit for all the other designs. Assuming the inverter operates under SixStep 180' operation, the DC bus voltage is given in equation (3.16)
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𝑉JL)1" 8")F = <ü(𝜔" 𝜆[ 8")F ); + (𝜔" 𝜆W 8")F );

ýDþÿ4! ‘!ÿI
ý"#

=

;
•

[Volt]

(3.15)

[Volt]

(3.16)

where 𝑉JL)1" 8")F and 𝑉|Y are the terminal phase and DC bus voltages, respectively. The
DC bus voltage is approximately ~157 v. All the considered designs were simulated at
seven different speeds to investigate the FW capability of each design. The current angle
(𝛾) was advanced as the speed increases to maintain the inverter voltage limit. It can be
seen from Fig. 3.21 that the Dy-NdFeB design has lower torque capability compared to the
other designs beyond 10,000 rpm. On the other hand, the other designs show similar torque
capabilities.
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Figure 3.21: Torque-speed curves for various designs
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In terms of the delivered mechanical power, all designs were able to meet the condition
of continuous operation of 30 kW over the entire speed range as shown in Fig. 3.22. DyNdFeB Design demonstrates difficulties to maintain a constant power over the whole speed
range. It is indicative that the design does not have optimal FW capability and needs more
investigation. On the other hand, the other designs are able to deliver a continuous power
of more than 40 kW over the entire speed range. Table 3.8 summarizes the torques and
powers for each design at different speeds.
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Figure 3.22: Power-speed curves for various designs
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Table 3-8: Torque/Power-speed values

Dy-NdFeB
Design

Speed
(rpm)
2800 rpm
At 400 Arms
2800 rpm
At 200 Arms
4000 rpm
At 200 Arms
6000 rpm
At 200 Arms
8000 rpm
At 200 Arms
10000 rpm
At 200 Arms
12000 rpm
At 200 Arms
14000 rpm
At 200 Arms

3.9

Dy-free NdFeB
Design

Dy-NdFeB with
Ferrite Design

Dy-free NdFeB
with Ferrite Design

Torque
(N.m)

Power
(kW)

Torque
(N.m)

Power
(kW)

Torque
(N.m)

Power
(kW)

Torque
(N.m)

Power
(kW)

202

59

204

59.9

210

61.7

203

59.6

121.04

35.5

120.13

35.22

119.36

35

120.98

35.47

99

41.47

93.97

39.36

95.94

40.19

96.67

40.49

67.94

42.69

65.48

41.14

65.47

41.14

67.1

42.16

50.06

41.94

49.86

41.77

50.61

42.4

50.73

42.50

38.59

40.42

40.16

42.05

40.38

42.29

40.43

42.34

30.35

38.15

33.53

42.13

33.32

41.87

33.25

41.78

24.04

35.24

28.76

42.17

28.15

41.27

28.18

41.32

Losses and Efficiency
Losses in electrical machines are broken down into four components as given below:
•

PM eddy current losses

•

Iron losses (Hysteresis and lamination eddy current losses)

•

Copper losses (DC winding losses and AC winding losses)

•

Mechanical losses (Windage, friction, bearing, and assembly defects losses)

The first three losses components are predicted using a 2D-FEA software; however, the
mechanical losses are ignored for now. The PM eddy current losses were minimized by
segmenting NdFeB PM in two directions (circumferential and radial). It should be noted
that ferrite was not segmented as shown in Fig 3.23 due to its higher electrical resistivity
(the electrical resistivity for each material is included in Table 3.2). The AC winding losses
were assumed to be 1.4 * DC winding losses. The iron losses were calculated by integrating
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the BH curve area rather than using Steinmetz equations. In order to clarify, a built-in
model called (Jiles-Atherton Hysteresis Model) in MagNet FEA software was used. This
model provides more accurate estimation for iron losses based on a white paper published
by the software company Mentor Graphics- Siemens business [83].

(a)
(b)
Figure 3.23: PM segmentation for various designs(a) PM segmented in Dy-NdFeB Design (b)
Pm segmented in Dy-NdFeB with Ferrite Design

Losses for various designs were extracted at each simulated speed. Table 3.9
summarizes the predicted losses for various designs, while the iron and PM losses versus
speed are provided in Fig. 3.24-25. In Fig. 3.24. It is expected that Dy-NdFeB Design and
Dy-free NdFeB with Ferrite Design have the highest iron losses versus speed since these
designs use large contents of electrical steel as given in Table 3.6. Dy-free NdFeB Design
and Dy-NdFeB with Ferrite Design have similar iron losses. In terms of PM losses, only
the NdFeB was segmented as provided in Fig. 3.25. Therefore, ferrite PM losses increased
the PM losses for Dy-NdFeB with Ferrite Design and Dy-free NdFeB with Ferrite Design.
The AC winding losses was assumed to be 1.4* DC winding losses as a conservative
assumption. More detailed analysis is required to accurately calculate the AC losses.
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Efficiencies as a function of speed for the various designs are plotted and provided in Fig.
2.26. All the designs have efficiencies in excess of 93% at the top speed which is slightly
lower than the design specification given in Table 3.1. It is expected that designs with large
iron content have the lower efficiencies like the Dy-NdFeB Design and Dyfree NdFeB with
Ferrite Design.
Table 3-9: Total losses for various designs at different speeds

Total losses (Watt)
Design Name

Dy-NdFeB
Design

Dy-free
NdFeB Design
413.58

Dy-NdFeB
with Ferrite
Design
398.55

Dy-free
NdFeB with
Ferrite Design
394.65

Speed (rpm)
2800 rpm

404.71

4000 rpm

502.46

485.06

483.18

483.11

6000 rpm

732.12

707.72

723.40

730.45

8000 rpm

1070.86

938.33

1005.54

1088.6

10000 rpm

1461.36

1271.55

1430.78

1512.48

12000 rpm

1992.99

1752.54

1853.92

2055.99

14000 rpm

2557.03

2111.84

2370.25

2665.91
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Figure 3.24: Iron losses for various designs
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Figure 3.25: PM losses with segmentation for various designs
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Figure 3.26: Efficiencies for various designs
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3.10 Cost Analysis and Conclusions
The previous analysis demonstrated encouraging results in terms of the electromagnetic
performance. This section investigates the impact of the hybrid magnet aprooach on the
power and torque densities. Additionally, it will be shown that the cost was reduced which
is critical from a mass production perspective. The torque density was calculated based on
equation (3.17), whereas the power density is calculated based on equation (3.18). Based
on the prices assumptions and active material masses given in Table 3.3, the cost was
calculated for each design.

𝑇𝐷 =

ZÓ4 )% ;$>> &8(
Ô$%,Õ" ()$L,+" Õ'#\("

𝑃𝐷 =

=

JÓ4 )% 7²>>> &8(
Ô$%,Õ" ()$L,+" Õ'#\("

ZÓ4 )% ;$>> &8(
•∗ÐÖ< ∗×

=

JÓ4 )% 7²>>> &8(
•∗ÐÖ< ∗×

[kN. m/mS ]

(3.17)

[kW/mS ]

(3.18)

Based on the results presented in Table 3.10, it is shown that all the Dy-NdFeB Design
demonstrates higher torque density than the other designs. However, the other designs
show lower torque density with lower cost. In terms of the power density, although DyNdFeB Design has a limited speed range, the power density is still comparable to the other
designs. The cost in Dy-NdFeB with Ferrite design was reduced in comparison to DyNdFeB with Design by ~5 %, whereas Dy-freeNdFeB with Ferrite design shows a
reduction of 18%. In conclusion, there is always a trade-off between cost and torque/power
density. Additionally, the concept of hybrid magnet leads to interesting results including
reduction of rare-earth content in the context of MGMs.
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Table 3-10: Summary on performances and cost for various designs

Design Number

Torque Density Power Density
(𝐤𝐍. 𝐦/𝐦𝟑 )
(𝐤𝐖/𝐦𝟑 )

Cost
($)

Dollar per
torque ($/N.m)

Dy-NdFeB Design

24.2

7048.8

436

3.6

Dy-free NdFeB Design

21.37

7504

261.4

2.18

Dy-NdFeB with Ferrite
Design
Dy-free NdFeB with
Ferrite Design

21.7

7503.5

416.3

3.48

17.9

6121.5

240

1.98
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4
4.1

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE SCOPE
Overview
In this thesis, a survey of newly emerging electrical machines, namely, Flux

Modulation-Magnetic Gears (FM-MGs) and Magnetically Geared Machines (MGMs) is
presented. The goal is to identify the main challenges and propose some potential solutions
to address them. The high rare-earth PM content is one of the key challenges. As a
consequence, FM-MGs and MGMs with reduced rare-earth were proposed (combining
ferrite with either Dy-NdFeB or Dy-free NdFeB). The thesis analysis was carried out using
commercially available software (2D-FEA MagNet and OptiNet provided by Mentor
Graphics).

In the second chapter, a spoke FM-CMG with a gear ratio of 1:7.2 using Dy-NdFeB
has been introduced and optimized as a baseline design. Then, four more designs (Dy-free
NdFeB Design, Ferrite Design, Ferrite with Dy-NdFeB Design, Ferrite with Dy-free
NdFeB Design) were presented based on the baseline design geometries. The impact of
magnetic bridges as well as operating temperature on the torque density and specific torque
were evaluated. Analysis of PM demagnetization was carried out using 2D-FEA software
tool to highlight the demagnetized regions. Additionally, PM and iron losses have been
reduced (through magnet segmentation and choice of lamination material and thickness) to
maintain high efficiencies for the considered designs. It was shown that designs with
blended PM types show several advantages. ferrite with NdFeB designs show competitive
torque capabilities in comparison to designs that use only NdFeB. Moreover, the blended
PM design shows no risk of demagnetization, higher efficiency, rare-earth content
reduction, reduced electrical steel content, and reduced materials cost.
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In the third chapter, a recent category of MGMs (namely, the Partitioned Stator Flux
Switching Machine) was presented. A baseline design that uses Dy-NdFeB was introduced
based on the same geometries of an interior PM motor that meets the DoE FreedomCar
2020 specifications. Three more designs with reduced rare-earth PM content were
introduced to bring down the overall cost while maintaining comparable electromagnetic
performance. The three designs are as follows: Dy-free NdFeB Design, Dy-NdFeB with
ferrite Design, Dy-free NdFeB with ferrite Design. The four designs follow the
specifications of the U.S. Department of Energy FreedomCar 2020 for electric/hybrid
vehicles. Different blended magnet configurations were evaluated that led eventually to
propose T-shape designs. All the designs were optimized to have similar flux linkage
values, back EMF, rated torque, peak power condition, no risk of demagnetization, and
optimal FW capabilities. The electromagnetic performance for various designs shows the
competitiveness of mixing different PM types.

4.2

Recommendations and Future Scope of Work
The mechanical structure of FM-CMGs and MGMs is another significant challenge

that has not been evaluated in this thesis. The challenge is due to the segmented structure
of (FMP-Ps) and multi ports/bearings design. This requires rigorous mechanical analysis
to enable this technology to be adopted in real-life industrial applications. Also, it is
necessary to conduct more analysis to minimize the friction and additional radial forces
applied on rotor bearings. Moreover, the use of high yield strength non-laminated steel
might be needed to strengthen the FMP-Ps structure. Further investigation for the
correlation between high gear ratios and PM demagnetization at high temperatures is
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needed. Still, there is a room to optimize the blended designs for higher torque/power
density designs.

In addition, the proposed designs can also benefit from a thorough study of the various
magnet types and grades as well as a more in-depth study of series vs. parallel combinations
of various magnets.
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APPENDIX
The commercial PM BH curves used in this thesis are provided in this section.

Dy-NdFeB N40H from Arnold

Dy-free NdFeB Sintered VACODYM 247AP from Vacuumschelze
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Ferrite NMF-15G from Hitachi

Dy-NdFeB VACODYM 890TP from Vacuumschelze

161
Dy-free NdFeB Hot-Pressed MQ2-14-150 from Magenquench
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Ferrite NMF-12K from Hitachi

